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ABSTRACT
IMPLICATIONS OF TEACHER COPING STRATEGIES
FOR STAFF DEVELOPMENT
IN URBAN MIDDLE SCHOOLS
(February 1982)
Dorothy Bratiotis, B.S., Worcester State College
Ed.M., Worcester State College
Ed.D., University of Massachusetts
Current efforts to improve schools may renew old
frustrations if educators ignore the deep-seated dilemma
of teachers--as identified by Michael Lipsky in Street-
Level Bureaucracy (1980). Faced with unlimited demands
on their finite time, skills and resources, teachers de-
vise coping strategies such as routinizing their activities,
modifying goals, rationing instructional services, limiting
clientele, and redefining goals. Coping strategies, while
necessary and often educationally sound, also can subvert
educational goals and alter school system policies.
Based on a wide ranging review of the literature on
effective schools for urban areas, the impact of bureaucracy
on school climate, and the characteristics of successful
institutional change, the critical importance of certain
factors was emphasi zed--notably strong principal, agreement
on goals, widespread involvement of instructional personnel.
VI
and high Gxpectations for students.
This exploratory Study identified specific strategies
used by urban middle school teachers in their attempts to
cope with the demands placed upon them by students seeking
services and by the policies and demands of the school
bureaucracy. A survey, designed by the author, examined
teacher perceptions of their own and their colleague's use
of coping strategies, their concept of organizational con-
trol, and the types of administrative behaviors they per-
ceived as being supportive.
Teachers revealed they used a variety of coping
strategies. In most cases teachers believed that others
utilized such tactics as modifying curriculum, assigning
seat work, or grouping more commonly than they did. Those
findings fit a view that teachers act in isolation to de-
vise their own strategies which they sense are inconsistent
with the ideals of teaching but they can justify the neces-
sity and responsibility of their own behaviors more readily
than those of their colleagues.
Study results indicated the necessity for re-thinking
staff development. Efforts at staff development must
address teacher discretion as it applies to coping strategy
use, admi ni strator- teacher relationships, and personal growth
needs of educators. Staff development must become process
oriented with a focus on in-school problem solving.
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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AND ITS SETTING
I ntroduc ti on
This study proceeds from several basic assumptions
about the problems of teaching and schooling. The first
of these is founded in a negative public perception, espe-
cially in urban areas, of the outcomes of schooling. There
exists a general belief, supported by declining test scores
in basic skills areas, that schools can do a better job than
they are presently doing.
Secondly, the study assumes that school-based staff
development can be the process leading to school improvement.
Earlier efforts at changing schools through staff development
experienced success in some areas. New programs were intro-
duced, teachers were given additional background, and a
plethora of methods and materials found their way into class-
rooms. However, in spite of these efforts, teaching has not
changed much and development programs have not significantly
affected what happens in schools. A re-thinking of staff
development from a dissemination model to a proces s -or i ented
,
problem-solving model may be the way to build on past suc-
cesses and make staff development a viable change mechanism
for the eighties.
1
2Additionally, teachers work under constraints brought
about by bureaucratic and administrative controls. These
constraints contribute to and influence a set of behaviors
which directly determine the nature of educational service
and impact, often negatively, on efforts to change educa-
tional practices. Teacher behavior patterns, developed to
deal with increasing demands for time and services, often
subvert or modify system goals and policies.
This study will examine teacher behaviors and the
implications for staff development. The rationale for re-
thinking staff development begins by examining the necessity
for change and the results of past development efforts.
Three critical areas provide additional insight for re-
thinking staff devel opment--characteri s ti cs of effective
schools, the effects of bureaucracy on schools, and charac-
teristics of successful development efforts.
The Problem
In recent years, much analysis and criticism of the
American educational system have focused on the academic
decline of the nation's young people (see Copperman, 1978;
Katz, 1975; Lezotte, 1979; Ornstein, et al., 1975; Silberman,
1970; Tyack, 1974; Wise, 1979). Criticisms have resulted
in a two-fold decline in efficacy. The public, especially
the urban poor, have lost faith in the ability of the
3educational system to provide their children with the neces-
sary skills to assume responsible and productive places in
society.
Secondly, educators, succumbing to the pernicious
effects of studies such as those by James Coleman and
Christopher Jencks, have lost belief in their own ability to
educate children from less than "ideal" backgrounds. There
is, therefore, a necessity for educational reform, derived
first and foremost from the failure of the educational sys-
•
tem to equitably educate the children of the poor (Edmonds,
1979a).
Research indicates that educators can and should be do-
ing a better job. There are schools in urban areas in which
most students acquire those basic school skills which assure
successful access to the next level of educati on (Edmonds
,
1979a, 1979b; Brookover & Lezotte, 1979; Why Do Some Urban
Schools Succeed?, 1980). Moreover, research on mastery learn-
ing indicates that almost all students can learn what schools
want them to learn if provided with appropriate prior and
current conditions of 1 earni ng (B1 oom , 1976).
School systems, especially those in urban areas, must
begin to understand the relationships and behaviors of indi-
viduals working within those systems; the characteristics
of the systems which influence behaviors; the beliefs and
4expectancies teachers hold for students; and the methods and
procedures necessary to effect change. Perhaps then develop-
ment efforts can focus on creating school systems in which
equity and effectiveness are the rule rather than the
exception.
The Urban Setting
After twenty-five years of growing support and enroll-
ment, urban schools now face stable or declining enrollments.
At the same time, environmental turbulence has resulted in
shifting populations with changing needs. Teachers must
modify their practices to meet these needs and provide educa-
tional services to students of varying cultural, ethnic, and
economic backgrounds.
Lack of growth has also contributed to lower staff turn-
over. As staffs have become "older"; they have developed
entrenched patterns of coping which tend to resist change and
lessen responsiveness to student needs. Schools can no longer
depend upon the influx of idealistic new recruits to provide
revitalization through new perspectives and altruistic com-
mitment. The current reduction in work forces presents a
large obstacle to educational revitalization.
Current trends towards fiscal austerity, typified by
California's Proposition 13 and more recently by Massachu-
setts' Proposition 2^, have served to further entrench staff
5and limit resources for adapting to demands for change. In
Massachusetts, school systems, especially those in older
central cities, face massive staff reductions and cutbacks
in funding for new and existing programs. Retrenchment, in
many cases, has been made more difficult by inadequate plan-
ning to meet projected enrollment declines. Staff reduc-
tions, based on seniority, have hit hardest on those most
receptive to change and have added a degree of insecurity
for those remai ni ng
,
(see McLaughlin & Marsh, 1978, p. 84,
for a discussion of the relationship of years of experience
to receptivity to change).
Union restrictions of administrative prerogatives com-
bined with bureaucratic controls have also contributed to de-
clining flexibility in buildings and in principals. Differ-
ing interpretations of contractual provisions have resulted
in grievances, arbi tra ti on, and litigation. Flexible deploy-
ment of human resources to facilitate innovation is con-
strained and inhibited by an attempt at strict adherence to
past practice.
Within this setting, urban school systems and staff
I
development departments/projects attempt to function. An
analysis of staff development in an urban system may help to
focus on critical considerations for new directions of pro-
fessional and organization development for effective educa-
tional systems.
6Urban Staff Development
Worcester, located 1n central Massachusetts, with a
population of over 160,000, is one of the largest cities in
New England (Note 1). The city's economy is a blend of indus-
trial /manufacturi ng activities, sales, medical services,
education and government employment.
Known as an education center, Worcester has eight four
year degree-granting colleges, four junior colleges, and an
industrial technical institute. Training programs are also
available in a variety of technical and service areas.
The Worcester Public Schools, with four high schools,
six junior high/middle schools, and over forty elementary
schools, employs a teaching staff of approximately 1550 to
provide services to over 23,000 students. A wide range of
curricula and supportive services are available to Wor-
cester's students (Note 2).
Worcester's school system early recognized the import-
ance of staff development as a means of enhancing teacher
competencies. In 1967, a Title III, E.S.E.A. grant provided
the initial support for the establishment of an Office of
Staff Development. In 1970, with termination of federal
funding, the Office of Staff Development was funded by and
became part of the Worcester Public School System.
Staff development activities have included system-wide
7release days, workshops, and courses--some carrying equi-
valent course credit and/or credit from participating col-
leges and universities. Attempts were made to include topics
to meet teacher needs, administrative concerns, and newly-
mandated programs. Topics included racism, sexism, and
mul ti cul tural i sm as well as new methods and curricula.
The staff development program provided individuals
with incentive and opportunity to pursue advanced degrees.
Many utilizied the equivalent credit component to meet stan-
dards for salary increments. Still others were able to
increase background preparation for additional certification.
A large proportion of staff participated, to some degree,
in development activities.
Though many educators have derived personal benefits,
staff development in Worcester has failed to reform educa-
tion. Many teachers and community members remain dissatisfied
with the system's differential expectations for children based
on stereotypes about race, class, and sex. Children from poor
and minority families are still not achieving the skills
necessary to proceed to the next level of 1 earni ng (Note 3).
But Worcester is not alone in its failure to reform education.
Educational agenci es--l ocal
,
state, and f edera 1 -- have in-
vested heavily in attempting to stimulate change through a
dissemination model. Believing that change is rational, pro-
grams were planned, curricula developed, and teachers trained.
8Results were frustrating and temporary (Mann
, 1978).
Assuming that when teachers know better they will change
accordingly, training in Worcester, as in other school sys-
tems, focused on materials and methods rather than on the
characteristics of individuals and settings. Training pro-
grams have failed to realize that reform or change is more a
problem of people and of organizations rather than one of
technology (McLaughl in & Marsh, 1978, p. 69). As Dale Mann
stated, ’’what happens inside the school, at the service de-
livery level, is absolutely related to our success or failure"
at bringing about educational reform (1978, p. 212).
In the 1950s and for a number of years after the launching
of Sputnik, educators viewed an infusion of resources aimed
at improving curricula and fami 1 i arizi ng teachers iwi th the
"new" curricula. With the backing of N.D.E.A., research and
development efforts developed good programs in response to
real problems. Packages, programs, and kits that were "better"
were widely distributed with the underlying assumption that
when teachers know better they will do better. Unfortunately
these materials are still in the cl assrooms--gatheri ng dust.
The lesson? Change does not come in packages (Mann , 1978).
During the late 1960s and through the seventies, at-
tempts at change were aimed at the teacher. If curriculum
packages could not be made "teacher-proof", then teachers could be
educated in their use. Again, the same basic assumptions--
9that teachers would have a self interest in adopting a
"better" method; that providing adequate information would
move people to modify behavior accordingly. Again, the
same basic resul ts-- teachers returned to their classrooms
with the same demands and with the same constraints and by
and large did what they were accustomed to doi ng (Copperman
,
1978; Mann, 1978; Sarason, 1971).
Recognizing that administrators play a key role in the
success or failure of improvement efforts, development pro-
grams began to focus on administrators. But, infusing
administrators with new ideas and sending them back into the
same setting stood little chance of success. Additionally,
clinical models of development were as negatively viewed by
school administrators as by teachers. Sending teachers and
administrators to workshops for treatment while ignoring the
organizational context which likely contributed to the prob-
lem has had little success. Management training as it pre-
sently exists in education is poorly understood and too
impractical in its approach (Koch , 1981, in process; Mann,
1978, 1979; McLaughlin & Marsh, 1978). Attempts to change
the methods and behaviors of teachers and admi ni s trators must
begin with an understanding of their behaviors in relation
to their setting.
Urban school systems, such as Worcester, need to look
at issues that are central to redesigning the nature and role
10
of professional development programs. Traditionally, these
programs have had little or no regard for their relevance
to the specific setting characteristics the participants
work in. They have been based on the assumptions that parti-
cipants perceived a need for change, that change could be
effected by information dissemination, and that new methods
could easily be superimposed on old settings (see Sarason,
1971, 1972, for a discussion of the effects of settings and
school culture on attempts at change). More importantly,
program developers have not been aware of nor understood the
context or milieu of schools or how constraints existing in
schools would impact on projected changes.
Teachers exercise substantial discretion as they attempt
to meet demands for their services. "Unless those services
are rationed or otherwise limited," state Weatherly and
Lipsky, the demand "tends to be as great as their ability
so supply them" (1977, p. 4). In order to process the work
required of them, teachers must develop a set of coping stra-
tegies that enable them to put in priority the areas requir-
ing their s ki 1 1 s--whi ch students will receive services,
which services can be routinized, and which goals can be
modified. The areas affected by these coping strategies in-
clude what happens in the classroom, the number and types of
students who receive services, and the results of staff de-
velopment and change efforts designed to improve educational
11
climate and outcomes (see Copperman. 1978, p. 123, for a
discussion of teachers modifying programs).
Staff development programs, however, have removed teach-
ers from their classrooms and administrators from their work
settings. Through workshops, lectures, and course work, they
have inculcated them with new materials, methods, and pro-
cedures and sent them back with the expectations that changes
would occur and would, in fact, "spread" to those not involved
in the programs. This has not happened for a number of
reasons
.
According to Michael Katz (1977), schools have evolved
into complex bureaucratic organizations. Bureaucracies,
depending on a high degree of reliability of behavior with
prescribed patterns of action, view innovation as a threat to
conformity. In urban schools, reward structures foster re-
sistance to change by encouraging conformi ty (Merton , 1964,
p. 52; Smith, 1976, pp. 204-205). Professional development
efforts have not considered this resistance to change.
Goal displacement is a second problem inherent in the
educational bureaucracy. Defined and entrenched institu-
tional biases supplant individual needs in importance. The
instrumental values of routinized practices and excessive
specialization are perceived as the terminal values of the
educational process (Merton
,
1964; Smith, 1976; see also
Lipsky, 1976, 1980). Staff development programs have
12
proceeded without clearly defining projected outcomes;
methods of implementation and in-process support; and
procedures for evaluating outcomes and modifying implemen-
tation processes.
Teachers, faced with vague yet demanding goals, have
little consensus as to what constitutes good education.
Utopian statements of intent probably press teachers back
to conservative, relatively concrete outcomes; they discour-
age the risk-taking required for crea ti vi ty" (Lorti e , 1 975 ,
p. 234). In the face of goals that are global and inconsis-
tent, adequate performance measures are not possible. In the
absence of clearly defined needs, innovation and adaptability
lack purpose and are seen as increased demands on already
limited resources (see also Derr, 1976).
Traditional development programs have also failed to
recognize the limited resources available to individuals
interested in bringing about change. Teachers and schools
face increasing demands for servi ces--demands that cannot be
met with available funds, time, and s taf f--demands that will
continue to increase and surpass available resources. Limited
resources require the exercise of discretion in their allo-
cation. Development programs which require additional re-
sources or attempt to direct discretion without considering
the needs of the individuals involved stand little chance of
success (Li psky
,
1980).
13
Unlike lower level workers in most organizations,
teachers are in a position to affect system policy. They
are street-level bureaucrats holding a position of service
delivery which places them in control of the clients they
serve. When administrative mandates constrain their acti-
vities and place undue burden on already strained resources,
teachers, as professionals, exercise discretion in determin-
ing the nature, amount, and types of services provided to
students. Ambiguous performance measures give them relative
autonomy from organizational control. Teacher behavior and
attitudes determine the way in which citizens perceive the
delivery of services and thereby the educational policies
of the system (Goodwin
,
1976
, 1977 ; Lipsky, 1980, pp. 13-27).
Development programs, with their predetermined needs and
assumptions, have given little consideration to this aspect
of change implementation.
Additionally, teachers face the dilemma of how to re-
concile the ideals which first attracted them to a helping
profession with the implication that their goals cannot be
routinely realized. They have no clear definition of which
classroom practices make a difference. Given inadquate re-
sources, muddled goals, and a general decline in efficacy in
the public eye, teachers may find it reassuring to depend on
curricular outlines and objectives rather than initiate or
participate in development pro j ects ^(Jones , 1981; Lipsky, 1980;
14
Lortie, 1975). Efforts at change have not addressed this
issue.
Planners of development activities must realize that
"change is impeded by mutual isolation, vague yet demanding
goals, dilemmas of outcome assessment, and working condi-
tions which produce a 'more of the same' syndrome among
classroom teachers" (Lortie, 1975, p. 233). Reform agendas
must address the organizational setting, structure, and
patterns of behavior that influence educational service
delivery at the school level. Problems of resources,
ambiguous goals and performance measures, and firmly en-
trenched patterns of behavior in the exercise of discretion
and policy delivery are serious considerations in culti-
vating more effective in-service education (Derr, 1976-,
Lipsky, 1980; Lortie, 1975; Sarason, 1971).
15
Purpose of the Study
This study will first identify strategies used by
teachers as they respond to demands placed upon their pro-
fessional skills by children and administrators. Second,
it will examine administrative behaviors that influence
teacher thinking and behavior. Implications of these stra-
tegies and administrative behaviors on how teachers deliver
services to students will then be examined. Finally, the
study will suggest possible directions which may foster
innovation, limit constraints and support teachers willing
to participate in professional development and change
efforts
.
Michael Lipsky (1980), has presented a convincing
analysis of strategies used by street-level bureaucrats as
they attempt to cope with their jobs. Categories of strate-
gies identified by Lipsky include routinizing, modifying
goals, limiting clientele, rationing of services, and setting
of priorities. Identifying strategies used by teachers in
urban middle schools will serve to show that specific
strategies are also influenced by the setting and the con-
trol s (Weatherly & Lipsky, 1977, p. 4).
An "action-research" mode of investigation, designed by ^
the author, will identify teacher coping strategies. One
section of a questionnaire will be used to determine the
16
extent to which teachers use specific coping strategies. A
second section, developed from interviews with teachers will
determine administrative behaviors which limit and/or con-
strain teacher efforts.
By subjectively examining actions in a particular set-
ting, It may be possible to gain some insight into general
factors which have contributed to poor results of reform ef-
forts in urban schools. The study may provide staff develop-
ment departments and admi ns tra tors direction for planning
and policy making that will support and reward teacher
efforts at innovation and change--a critical need in most
urban schools. Enrollment declines and staff reductions
have changed the growth patterns which once characterized
school systems in urban areas. What remains is a need to
adapt to changing needs of shifting populations and to deal
with the problems of classism, racism, and decline in
efficacy facing schools.
While very little of the reform agenda of the past has
been achieved, much useful information about successful pro-
fessional devel opment/ change efforts has resulted. There
is a need to examine what is known about change and effective
schools and to relate these findings to the unique settings
and constraints under which teachers must implement change.
A clearer understanding of this relationship will provide
a perspective for future development efforts.
17
Plan of the Study
This study begins with a discussion of the need for
change and the results of past efforts at change through
staff development. Reasons for the failure of past develop-
ment efforts to effect permanent changes are examined.
Factors which contribute to change resistance--teacher be-
havior patterns, bureaucratic complexity and constraints,
and ambiguous performance measures--hel p develop the rationale
for the study. Additional dilemmas which impact on staff
development, such as declining enrollments and tax limiting
legislation, are also touched upon.
Based on a survey of literature, the second chapter
focuses on issues of significance in understanding teacher
behaviors and in planning development strategies designed to
improve the effectiveness of urban schools. The first issue
concerns research findings relative to the characteristics
of effective schools. Studies of effective schools provide
a starting point for determining what these characteristics
are and may provide a goal for development programs. The
second issue deals with those properties of urban school
bureaucracies which give a clearer understanding of the
school culture and the patterns and practices of individuals
within school settings. The third consideration, what is
known about change efforts and successful staff development.
18
suggests possible planning directions for staff development.
The third chapter discusses coping strategies used by
teachers attempting to meet endless demands for time and
services. Categories of strategies include routinizing,
modifying goals, controlling clients, rationing services,
redefining or limiting clientele, and asserting priorities.
Based on discussions with teachers, chapter three also
identifies a number of areas of administrative behavior which
influence teacher working conditions and ac ti ons--pl anni ng
,
support, flexibility, openness and communication, and '
evaluation.
Additionally, chapter three presents the methodology
for the study, outlines the questionnaire development, the
limitations of the study, and the method of analysis. The
questionnaire development includes a discussion of the set-
ting, questionnaire development and validation, interview
results, and the distribution and collection process.
The fourth chapter reports the results from a survey
administered to teachers in five urban middle/ junior high
schools. The questionnaire, designed by the author,
assessed perceptions of coping strategy use, school control,
and administrative behaviors. Data are summarized, pre-
sented, and discussed. Chapter IV also outlines the design
of the study including the major research question, implement-
ing assumptions, and the questionnaire design as it relates
19
to questions asked.
The final chapter summarizes the findings and presents
an evaluation of the information collected. Based on the
survey of the literature and the findings of the study,
implications of the study results for staff development are
examined and suggestions for future development efforts made.
Suggestions include a process-oriented staff development that
is school basod, collaborativG, and on-going.
20
Definitions of Terms
Change--see innovation
Change agent--any group or individual who acts as a prime
mover for initiating and developing a change program
Con trol s--changes
,
actions or policies which keep the
school working for goals or programs
Coping s tra tegy-- the means chosen for meeting a particular
demand or dealing with a constraint
Declining school--a school in which the number of students
achieving the minimum skills necessary for successful
entry to the next level of learning is declining
Effective school--a school in which most students are
achieving at or above the minimum skills necessary
for successful entry to the next level of learning
Innovation-- a plan for change with a statement of goals
and means designed to change standard practice,
behaviors, or procedures
Middle school--for the purpose of this study will include
schools with grades 7 and 8 or 7, 8, and 9
Regul ari ty--an observable pattern of behavior
Reward--any incentive such as time, assistance, recognition,
opportunity for personal growth or advancement, or
monetary remuneration
Street-level bureaucrat--a member of a social service
bureaucracy dealing directly with the delivery
of services to clients and having some degree of
discretion over recipients, methods, and types of
services
chapter II
STAFF DEVELOPMENT: ISSUES AND IMPLICATIONS
In order to understand teacher behaviors and to plan
development strategies designed to improve the effectiveness
of urban schools, a change agent should have familiarity
with characteristics of effective schools, bureaucracies,
and successful change strategies. The findings of Coleman
and Jencks have contributed to the negative belief that
schooling cannot overcome the effects of environment on
students abilities to learn (Edmonds, 1979a). The research
of Bloom, however, indicates that all children can learn if
given the appropriate prior and present conditions of learn-
ing (1976). Studies of effective schools can be a basis for
identifying schools which are more likely to be providing
the conditions which Bloom speaks to.
The second issue deals with those properties of urban
school bureaucracies which give a clearer picture of the
school culture and the patterns and practices of individuals
within school settings. According to Sarason, the charac-
teristics of the school culture determine behavioral and
programmatic regularities that affect member perceptions
about the possibility for change. These beliefs often cause
resistance to change or limit possible alternatives. It is
teacher behaviors that must be altered if meaningful change
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IS to occur (Sarason, 1971 nn A^ ooo. ^ ,3/ , pp. 41, Z32; see also Owens,
1970, p. 161).
A third consideration relates to what is known about
change efforts and successful staff development. While
efforts at educational change have not made significant im-
pact in changing urban schools, some successful innovations
have provided useful information for change agents. Using
what is known about successful staff development programs
may make it possible to implement programs that stand a
chance of effecting change.
Characteristics Related to Effective Schools;
During the past two decades, considerable attention has
focused on the inability of schools to meet the educational
needs of economically disadvantaged and minority students.
Coleman, in 1966, contended that schools have little impact
when compared to family and socio-economic backgrounds. De-
clines in achievement scores of urban school students have
added a degree of credence to the "self-fulfilling prophecy"
brought about by studies such as Coleman's. These same
studies have accelerated the growing decline of public sup-
port and confidence in education (Cohen, 1981; Copperman,
1978; Katz, 1975; Ornstein, et al., 1975; Wise, 1979).
In the midst of gloomy statistics and observations, how-
ever, exceptions were found. Some schools in urban areas are
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unusually effective in raising the achievement levels of
their students. Apparently schools can reduce to a consider-
able extent the impact of socio-economic background on school
achievement (Brookover 8 Lezotte. 1979; Cohen, 1981; Edmonds,
1979a, 1979b; Rutter, 1979; Why Do Some Urban Schools Suc-
ceed?, 1980). Understanding the characteristics of effective
schools is an important step in providing direction for pro-
fsssiona] devGlopmGnt Gfforts.
Ron Edmonds (1 979b)--basGd on a study by Edmonds and
FrGdGnckson and on thG findings of such rGSGarchGrs as
WGbGr; MaddGn, Lawson, and SwGGt; BrookovGr and LGzottG--
idGntifiGS what hG considGrs thG most tangiblG and indis-
PGnsablG charactGristics of GffGctivG schools:
Strong leadership. Schools found to be i ns true ti ona 1 1
y
effective have strong 1 eadershi p~-mos t often originating
from the principal. In addition to being a good adminis-
trator or manager, the principal is also the instructional
leader of the school. Frequently, too many principals have
placed greater emphasis on the management side of school and
on general public relations at the expense of the instruc-
tional side. Principals in effective schools provide
assistance to teachers by maintaining a climate conducive
to learning and by expertise in evaluation for the improve-
ment of instructional techniques. They assume responsibility
for the evaluation of basic objectives and when necessary can
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divert energy and resources from other areas to further
educational objectives (Brookover S Lezotte. 1979; Clark, et
al.. 1980; Copperman, 1978. pp. 198-200; Edmonds. 1979a.
1979b; Mann. 1979. p. 16).
Leadership style, so often cited in management litera-
ture, seldom determines school effectiveness. Some schools
in which principals are authoritative and tyrannical in their
practices continue to experience instructional success, al-
though some would question long term effects. The studies
of Weber, Brookover and Lezotte, and others indicate that,
in schools improving in instructional effectiveness, the prin-
cipal is an assertive instructional leader, a disciplinarian,
and a manager of educational resources. S/he assumes res-
ponsibility for setting the tone and climate of the school
( i-n Brookover and Lezotte, 1 979; Edmonds, 1 979a, 1 979b;
Gregory, 1980, p. 134). Some principals in declining schools
(schools showing a decrease in levels of achievement), on the
other hand, were found to be informal and/or collegial in
their relationships with teachers. It would appear that a
principal's conception of teachers and students and their
capabilities to achieve stated goals has stronger implications
on leadership than does his/her individual style (Edmonds,
1979a, 1979b; Nirenberg, 1978; Sarason, 1971; Schmuck &
Nelson, 1977; Valentine, et al., 1975; see also Miles, 1975,
and Nirenberg, 1978 for a discussion of a human resources
L
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theory of management).
Contrary to conventional expectations, teachers in
instruct ionally effective schools, as reported by the Cali-
fornia study of Madden, Lawson, and Sweet, had less influence
on educational decisions than their colleagues in declining
schools and yet reported being more satisfied with various
aspects of their work (in Edmonds, 1979a, p. 24). The
ability of teachers to perform effectively appears enhanced
by administrative support and decision making and by clear
and concise rules for teacher behavior. When a principal
develops strategies for school decision making, clarifica-
tion of policy, and reaffirmation of expecta ti ons--behavi oral
and educa ti onal --these strategies are well received by teach-
ers and apparently compatable with their expectations (Good-
win, 1976; Edmonds, 1979a).
Expec ta ti o ns . Edmonds' second characteristic of effective
schools is that they "have a climate of expectation in which
no children are permitted to fall below minimum but effica-
cious levels of achievement" (1979a, p. 33). In these schools,
most students achieve the minimum skills necessary for entry
into the next level of learning. Teacher expectations of
students are significant in setting the educational climate
of the classroom and determining student achievement levels.
Schools in which teachers hold high expectations for all
students experience success. Research on the effects of
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expectations on educational outcomes are summarized in the
self-fulfilling prophecy--chi 1 dren who are expected to im-
prove in intelligence and achievement usually do even though
they are selected at random (Clark, 1980; Newell, 1978, p.
175; Rutter, 1979, p. 110; see also School District Climate
Improvement, 1974, pp. 89-90 for a discussion of expecta-
tions, achievement, and school climate).
Moreover, high expectations in i ns tructional ly effec-
tive schools are two-sided. Mot only do teachers believe
that children can learn, but teachers think they can teach.
Teachers in declining schools have fallen prey to the
pernicious effects of studies (i.e. Jencks, Coleman) which
conclude that schooling has little or no effect on student
outcomes. In i ns true t i ona 1 1 y effective schools, adminis-
trators and teachers believe they can make a difference and
so they do (Brookover & Lezotte, 1979; Edmonds, 1979a; Mann,
1979).
Environment which fosters learning
. Instruct ionally effec-
tive schools also have an environment which is conducive to
1 earni ng--saf e , orderly, but not overly rigid. Students are
aware of, and expected to adhere to, discipline codes which
reduce distractions and tighten student attention. The
school environment conveys to staff and students the impor-
tance of carrying forth the educational process (Clark, 1980;
Edmonds, 1979a, 1979b; Mann, 1979; Rutter, 1979; Tomlinson,
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1981).
Teacher and administrator behaviors influence the school
climate and affect the learning of students. Schools with
positive climates have principals that set standards of be-
havior and productivity for students and staff; that encour-
age open communication and shared planning and decision mak-
ing; that monitor the schooling process--maki ng changes in
programs and resource allocations as needed; that support
and encourage efforts to improve learning. Teachers aid in
maintaining a climate conducive to learning by holding high
expectations for all students; by vjorking col 1 abora ti vely to
provide a varied and flexible curriculum; by recognizing the
individuality and worth of all students. A positive learning
climate is a collaborative effort typified by high morale,
caring, and a sense of cohesiveness (Edmonds, 1979a; Krager,
1980; Massachusetts, 1979; Rutter, 1979; School District
Climate Improvement, 1974).
Emphasis on basic skills . Principals and teachers in in-
structional ly effective schools share a commitment to educa-
tional goals. They push the idea that children will acquire
basic skills and orient themselves to that task. "An in-
struct! ona 1 1 y effective school," says Dale Mann, "is one
in which the instructional emphasis is encouraged and en-
forced, even at the expense of col 1 eagal i ty , even at the
expense of some affective dimensions of the school" (1979,
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P. 17; see also Clark, 1980; Edmonds. 1979a, 1979b; Rutter.
1979).
Teachers in high achieving schools tend to be more task
oriented in their classroom approaches, showing more evi-
dence of applying appropriate principles of learning. A
commitment to basic skills with appropriate time spent by
all students developing these skills results in most students
reaching the basic cognitive entry characteristics necessary
for the next level of learning. I ns true ti ona 1 1 y effective
schools ensure that students do not proceed to the next
level until these entry skills are attained. Entry skill
level has been shown to have a greater correlation with
later achievement than intelligence tests--a profound im- •
plication that almost all students in school have the poten-
tial to learn (Bloom, 1976, 1980; Edmonds, 1979a; Goodlad,
1980; Rutter, 1979).
Evaluation cycle . Frequent monitoring of student progress
is another characteristic of the i ns tructional ly effective
school. Formative evaluation provides feedback for on-going
adjustment of the instructional process. Like expectations,
evaluation of student achievement has two sides: Student
progress also indicates the effectiveness of instructional
techniques. The teachers accept the implications of student
performance on their own behavior and methods. They accept
accountability and are as eager to avoid things that do not
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work as they are committed to implementing things that do
work (Bloom, 1976, 1980; Brookover & Lezotte, 1979; Edmonds,
1.979a, 1 979b; Mann, 1 979; Rutter, 1 979).
On the other hand, teachers in declining schools feel
there is not much they can do to influence basic skills
learning. They tend to place the burden of responsibility
on the students' parents, socio-economic and/or cultural
backgrounds or on the students themselves. There exists a
general atmosphere of complacency and satisfaction with
current levels of educational attainment (Brookover &
Lezotte, 1979).
Summary
. In summary, some urban school bureaucracies are
i ns t r u c t
i
0 na 1 1 y effective. They share common characteris-
tics which are not mysterious and certainly not new. These
schools, says Ron Edmonds, "share a climate in which it is
incumbent on all personnel to be i ns tructi onal ly effective
for all pupils" (1979a, p. 32). Effective schools leave
little to chance--they impose the conditions which support
learning:
--strong principal leadership that: provides resources,
skill and an atmosphere which fosters learning; sets
and maintains the educational tone of the building
--expectations that all students can attain minimum but
efficacious skills and that teachers can and will teach
--a safe, orderly environment that reduces those dis-
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tractions which detract from learning
--a committment that basic skills take priority over all
other activities and that all students can and will learn
these skills
--an evaluation cycle that monitors student progress and
teacher effectiveness and that is used as a tool to
improve teaching and learning techniques (Edmonds, 1979a).
Most urban school do not share these characteristics.
The bureaucratic structure of schools contributes to reg-
ularized behavior and attitudes of both teachers and princi-
pals in a way that inhibits the development of characteris-
tics observed in effective schools. Educators, at the point
of service delivery, attempt to meet the needs of the stu-
dents they serve and yet must conform to the norms of the
organization. It is useful, therefore, to examine the
effects of bureaucracy on the beliefs and actions of its
members
.
Effects of Bureaucracy on Schools
Bureaucracy has been the basic structure of American
education for close to seventy -five years. Describing and
conceptualizing the school culture begins with an understand-
ing of where teachers fit in relation to that setting
(Sarason, 1971, p. 8). In order to understand more fully
the culture of urban schools, it is necessary to consider
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the characteristics of bureaucracies and their effects on
human behavior. This Interconnection will aid In understand-
Ing resistance to change (Katz, 1975).
^aracteristi cs of bureaucracies
. Elements of bureaucracy
identified by Carl Friedrich are particularly applicable to
schools. These elements fall into two groups. The first
group orders the relations of members of the organization--
schools have centralized control and supervision, there is
differentiation of duty, and qualifications exist for pro-
motion and appointment.
Friedrich's second category embodies the rules defining
desirable behavior patterns: a reliance on objectivity or
expertise in performance; precision and consistency of be-
havior--a set pattern or routine; and discretion. This
latter category is especially germane to understanding the
patterns and practices of teachers (in Katz, 1975, pp. 59-
65; Nirenberg, 1978).
Role diversity, environmental setting and dependency
on human actions and interactions make urban schools subject
to the same constraints faced by other large and complex
open systems (Miles, 1975, pp. 13, 73). Complexity of
function results in increasing difficulty in the task of
administering urban schools. In order to deal with multiple
roles, urban school bureaucracies focus on planning and
controlling; specializing and routinizing of decision
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making; and stabilizing and making their environments
predictable (Argyris; 1970; Hrebiniak, 1978, p. 14 ; Miles,
1975, pp. 5-6; Steps to Urban Secondary School Reform, 1980;
Thompson, 1967, pp. 75-78).
Bureaucracies function vn’th a high degree of reli-
ability of behavior. Unfortunately, the pressure for con-
formity results in resistance to change (Merton, 1964). The
changing demands of urban schools, however, require reflex-
ive adaptation. Teachers faced with conflicting demands
develop and use coping strategies as a resolution to the
dilemma. For example, behavioral norms of a school often
conflict with cultural norms of students. Teachers, aware
of student needs, frequently use discretion in the applica-
tion of rules.
Specialization and routi ni zati on represent efforts to
control and stabilize the school environment. The result
is a generality of rules and procedures which cause goals
to be displaced, and the instrumental value becomes the
terminal value. Within this perspective, responses are
based on entrenched institutional biases rather than on
individual needs--! nnovation becomes a threat to the regu-
lar pattern (Lipset, 1964, pp. 260-267; Merton, 1964, pp.
49-53; Smith, 1976, pp. 201-204).
In addition to efforts to control and stabilize their
environment, members of a bureaucracy develop patterns of
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behavior designed to enhance their position within the
organizational structure. Unfortunately, the bureaucracy
is not always responsive to individual needs. Reward
systems and personnel practices encourage conformity and
pose a clear threat to individualized teaching (Murphy,
1973, p. 372; Smith, 1975, p. 205; Thompson, 1967, pp. 90-
92). Additionally, teachers and administrators are involved
in a struggle to maintain what they perceive as their
legitimate authority over parents and students (Becker,
1953, pp. 128-141). Transforming problems into routine
tasks enables them to maintain internal equilibrium and
preserve the implied authority of their positions.
A theory of street-level bureaucracies
. Lispksy's analysis
of street-level bureaucracies provides added insight into
the actions of teachers (1980). Teachers, as street-level
bureaucrats, have considerable impact on the citizens they
serve. In a position of direct service delivery, teachers
determine who will receive services and what those services
will be. The discretion they exercise determines the public
perception of school policy (see also Weatherly & Lipsky,
1980)
.
As professionals, teachers are expected to exercise
discretion. Discretion, however, relates more to the
character! sti cs--pressures
,
constraints, resources--of their
role of direct service delivery than to the mandated policy
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of the school system. The tasks teachers perform often are
too complicated to reduce to set formats, require responses
to human dimensions of situations, and are directed at
clients who depend on teachers for the delivery of necessary
services. To the extent that tasks remain complex and human
intervention is considered necessary for effective service,
discretion will remain characteristic of many public service
jobs" (Lipsky, 1980, pp. 14-16; see also Thompson, 1967, pp.
117-126 for a discussion of the exercise of discretion and
i ts consequences )
.
Given other constraints, teachers easily perceive pro-
posed changes in curricula and methods as undermining discre-
tionary powers. Already faced with too much to do, they are
asked to change their methods and to allow for student and
parent participation. Teachers pay lip service to the neces-
sity for changes, realizing their classrooms will be disrup-
ted, their control redistributed and their methods under
scrutiny (Becker, 1953; Mann, 1978; Weatherly & Lipsky,
1977). An understanding of the behaviors of teachers is a
necessary step in managing discretion.
The conditions under which individuals in social ser-
vice agencies work are discussed by Michael Lipsky in Street -
Level Bureaucracies (1980). Conditions identified by Lipsky
include the problem of resources, ambiguity of goals and
performance measures, interpersonal relations with clients.
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and alienation of workers. A study of these conditions pro
vides an added dimension in comprehending the culture of
urban schools.
Limited resources
. Street-level bureaucracies limit
resources in several ways. Of particular importance to
teachers are numbers of students, materials and support
services, and time.
The actual student- teacher ratios in urban schools are
less important than the fact that teachers are typically
unable to provide all of the services required of them with
the number of students they serve. Overcrowded classrooms
serve to lessen the time available for the personal atten-
tion and individualization good teaching requires (Lipsky,
1980, pp. 29-30; Sarason, 1971, p. 155).
Students in urban areas often require special services
placing additional demands on already overburdened class-
room teachers. When support services--special teachers,
aides, secretaries--are unavailable, teachers must develop
routines and practices that best allocate their time and
material resources (Weatherly & Lipsky, 1977).
Duties and responsibilities not directly related to
their work in the classroom further constrain time avail-
able to teachers. They are expected to fill out forms,
maintain homeroom records, and perform non-teaching super-
visory duties. An emphasis on housekeeping chores affects
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the amount of time available to students and may serve to
subvert the educational role of teachers (Lipsky. 1980,
p. 30).
The resources of street-level bureaucracies are virtu-
ally never adequate and perhaps never can be (Lipsky. 1980,
P. 33). Characteristic of the work setting is that demands
for services will increase to meet and surpass the existing
supply. In urban schools, for example, additional person-
nel in the learning disabilities areas will result in more
students seeking or being referred for serv i ces--s tudents
whose needs may not have been judged critical when resources
were more constrained.
When public demands for increased fiscal accountability
result in legislation which curtails and further limits
resources, the demand for special services declines. The
reality is that students normally referred are re-grouped
—
those that need immediate help, those that likely will not
benefit from help, those that can wai t--educati onal triage.
An example of public reduction of resources is the re-
cently enacted Proposition in Massachusetts ( 1980). Call-
ing for a reduction in property taxes--a chief funding source
for local school di s tri c ts --and a loss of fiscal autonomy for
local school boards. Proposition 2H, further limits the re-
sources available to school systems. To compensate for staff
and material reductions, school systems are increasing class
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sizes, reducing the number of support personnel and curtail-
ing programs and activities which served the special needs of
individual students (Weinberg. 1980). Pressures of reduced
resources will continue to increase as money for previously
funded federal programs is included in block grants and left
to the discretion of individual states. Schools will compete
with other agencies for funds previously allocated to educa-
tional programs.
Faced with inadequate budgets and supplies and increas-
ing work loads, urban school teachers develop mechanisms to
allocate resources and best provide the services demanded of
them. How they adapt and develop materials and budget their
time will directly influence the degree and types of services
children will receive (Weatherly & Lipsky, 1977*, see also
Sarason, 1972 for a discussion of educational resources in
the creation of new settings).
Ambiguity of goals and performance measures
. "The
ambiguity and unclarity of goals and the unavailability
of appropriate performance measures in street-level bureau-
cracies is of fundamental importance not only to workers'
job experience, but also to managers' ability to exercise
control of policy" (Lipsky, 1980, p. 40).
While the goals pursued by most school systems are not
arcane, they often are too lofty and too generally stated
to provide much direction. Educational goals consistently
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fall into three areas of student self-actualization--
intel lectual
, social, and emotional (see Fisher, 1971
, pp.
563-564 for a more complete general listing of educational
goals). Within the framework of these three categories,
however, goals tend to be multiple, ambiguous, and diffuse--
not easily or routinely realized. There exists no conceptu-
alized, unitary set of values or goals on which school
people agree or any generally held concept of schools as
organic, goa 1
-ori en ted systems (Blumberg, 1976; Lortie, 1975;
Mann, 1978; Wise, 1979, pp. 58-61).
Ambiguity of goals can result from excessive idealiza-
tion such as simply stating "public education" or "student
self-actualization" as goals without delineating explicit
areas (e.g., math skills, citizenship, career education) with
goals, behavioral objectives, and performance measures for
each area.
Often, goal ambiguity results from the diffusion of the
original proposes of programs. Goals accumulated incremen-
tally have not been rationalized. The uncertainty of what
will or will not work--the technology of teaching and
learn ing--also contributes to goal diffusion. The speed with
which some ideas in education come and go indicates the un-
certainty of goals and technology and suggests a search for
more effective and appropriate programs and techniques.
In addition to ambiguity, goal conflicts in street-level
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bureaucraci es further subvert the original purposes of pro-
grams. In schools, these conflicts arise from three major
sources: (1) when student-centered goals oppose the school
system's social goals (e.g., unruly students are often denied
services as a means of sanction); (2) when student-centered
goals conflict with the need to process work, allocate re-
sources, and routinize practices for efficiency (e.g., stu-
dents participate in similar activities even though, for
some, the activity may not be appropriate); (3) and when
goals conflict with role expectations of the public, peers,
students and/or the individual worker (e.g., teachers who
pursue goals of equal educational opportunity are often sub-
jected to sanctions from their peers) (Lipsky, 1980, 40-48).
An important consequence of goal ambiguity is the lack
of common indicators of performance. In the absence of
clearly defined goals and objectives and a clear conceptual-
ization of what constitutes good teaching, evaluative tech-
niques are haphazard at best. They provide little or no
insight into effective supervision for improved teaching.
In short, teachers who consider themselves professionals and
believe their current practices represent their best efforts
are unlikely, given present performance measures, to per-
ceive the need for change (Derr, 1976; Lipsky, 1980).
Along with goal ambiguity, multiple and complex tasks
contribute to the inadequacy of performance criteria. Too
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many variables make realistic evaluation difficult. In the
absence of specific goals and priorities with measureable
outcomes, street-level bureaucracies tend to measure the
most easilty observable criteria. The school organization
then tends to drift toward a compatibility with the stated
performance measures--e
.
g. , if scores on reading tests are
the measure of successful teaching, then the teaching may
center on skills that raise scores on particular tests,
ignoring equally important reading skills. Or, they may
raise scores by concentrating on those most likely to gain
significantly in a particular skill and thus skew results.
Difficulties in evaluating performance result in the
development of still other surrogate measures of teacher
effectiveness. In the absence of techniques and/or skills
for evaluating interpersonal relationships with students,
administrators resort to the easily observabl e--teacher/
pupil ratios, classroom control and discipline, attention
to non-teaching duties, educational preparation and test
scores (Robinson, 1981; Thompson, 1967, p. 156).
The implications of inadequate performance measures are
widespread. By developing routines and practices which
cater to surrogate measures, teachers continue to avoid
organizational control. Performance measures may serve to
alter teacher behavior but not necessarily in the direction
favored by the school system (Lipsky, 1980, pp. 49-53;
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Lortie, 1975, p. 232). By further enforcing patterns of
behavior, traditional performance measures may serve to
increase resistance to change.
interpersonal relations
. The nature of street-level
bureaucracies is unique. Schools, in particular, do not
normally find it necessary to compete in order to survive.
Compulsory education laws have guaranteed schools clientele.
As a result, schools may be unresponsive to the needs of
their students and the demands of their external environ-
ments. They place little emphasis on programs to retain
students and to increase efficacy through community involve-
ment and public relations programs designed to promote their
strengths (Derr, 1976; Lipsky, 1980, pp. 54-56). Schools
do emphasize control.
By controlling educational services, teachers have a
degree of power over the parents and students they serve.
For the most part, clients accept the control of teachers.
In fact, clients control themselves in response to what
they perceive as the superior power of educators. An aura
of professionalism and years of acculturation in accepted
norms of behavior further serves to keep clients "under
control". According to Lipsky, there are four basic dimen-
sions to the control exercised by teachers. Each influences
some dimension of client "constructions". "Briefly, street-
level bureaucrats exercise control in (1) distributing the
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benefits and sanctions that are supposed to be provided
by the agencies; (2) structuring the context of clients'
interactions with them and their agencies; (3) teaching
clients how to behave as clients; and (4) allocating psycho-
logical rewards and sanctions associated with clients enter-
ing into relationships with them" (1980, p. 60).
Vi i thin these dimensions, teachers exercise control in
the following ways: They classify the behavior and ability
of students and determine whether or not they can benefit
from services. Labeling students as "trouble-makers",
"gifted", "retards", or "a waste of time" sets a pattern of
expectations and self-image that influences future behaviors
and eligibility for benefits.
The context of interactions between teachers and stu-
dents is controlled in a number of ways. Students are
assigned regular seats; they follow set procedures when
arriving for class; they are required to adhere to rigid
time schedules. By developing routines to deal with stu-
dents, teachers discourage unacceptable behavior before it
occurs
.
The third dimension of client "construction" fosters
appropriate behavior from students and their parents.
Students, taught early the degree of deference expected
(e.g., lining up single file, raising hands), are assessed
penalties for "deviant" behavior. Penalties may include
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tracking, removal from class, or selectively being denied
information on how the system works (e.g., when parents and/
or students not aware that any other avenues of assistance
are available to them, teachers are in a position to supply
or withhold that information). Such sanctions convey to
students what they can expect from schooling.
Psychological rewards and penalties also convey to
students expectations which affect their self-image, self-
expectations, and actual ach.i evemen t . These sanctions in-
clude "preferential" seating, grouping, expectations, and
opportunity to actively participate in classroom activity.
The cumulative effect of these subtle nuances aids in keep-
ing students in their predetermined places (see also Bloom,
1977; Edmonds, 1979a).
Classrooms, then, have a p^atterned way for teachers and
students to interact. Now, in light of the controls teachers
use to maintain their authority, ". . . consider the words
used to describe recent innovations in education: humane,
open, child-centered, individually prescribed, learner-paced,
teacher-facilitated, and peer-mediated. All those words imply
a profound transformation in the authority structure of the
classroom" (Mann, 1978, p. 213). These words mean, for
teachers, that it is their authority structure that is being
trifled with and their professional autonomy that is being
diminished.
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^i.enation of workers. Lispsky's fourth condition
influencing work behavior in social service agencies con-
cerns an aspect of the relationship of workers to their
work--alienation. "Worker alienation summarizes several
concerns: the extent to which the worker makes decisions
about the work, has control over what is made and how it
is fashioned, and influences the disposition of the pro-
duct" (Lipsky, 1980,. p. 75)
.
Isolation contributes to the alienation of teachers
towards their work. Teachers generally have high autonomy
needs. They place value on working alone, using their skills
to solve their own problems. Teachers, reluctant to share
classroom experiences and to collaborate in improvement
efforts, usually restrict collaboration to informal environ-
ments such as teachers' lounges where oblique discussions
provide a basis for communication and support. This re-
luctance to share experiences may in part be due to a neces-
sity for secretiveness under conditions which demand a pro-
fessional pedagogical role performance even though there is
not sufficient knowledge of what causes good teaching and
learning (Mann, 1978, p. 215; Derr, 1976, pp. 233-34).
Another contributing factor is the relatively low
requirements for interdependen.ee of school personnel. While
some non-teaching assignments such as corridor duty, common
discipline cases, and committee work require some
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collaboration, most teachers within a school are quite auto-
nomous. In the absence of common goals and indicators of
performance, the benefits of collaboration do not outweigh
the costs. These two factors, high autonomy and low required
interdependency, may be two of the most detrimental factors
operating against change (Derr, 1976; Lortie, 1975, p. 232;
Mann, 1978).
Several additional ways in which teachers are isolated
from student-5--the product of their work-- i ncl ude
: (1) they
tend to work only on segments of the child's education--they
do not work on the complete product; (2) teachers do not con-
trol the outcome of their work--they have no control over
additional resources or factors which influence the child's
development; (3) they have no control over the factors which
influence young people on a day-to-day basi s--environmental
conditions, home problems, nutritional factors; (4) teachers
do not control the pace of their work--they cannot minimize
paper work, put off demanding decisions, or, most importantly,
teach to each individual developmental rate (Lipsky, 1980,
pp. 75-80).
Alienation leads to dissatisfaction with the job and
affects commitment to students and to the educational system.
One result is to lessen teachers' concern for factors which
contribute to the negative aspects of their work. Alienation
tends to reinforce patterns of behavior which help teachers
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process work and provide some explanation for the inadequa-
cies of their organizations (Weatherly & Lipsky, 1977
, p. 46),
iMMari. In response to the constraints under which they
work-limited resources, ambiguous goals and performance
measures, need to control interpersonal relationships,
al ienation--teachers develop mechanisms to cope. These
mechanisms result in firmly entrenched patterns of behavior
which often alter organizational policy and diffuse organi-
zational goals (e.g., standardized tests, grouping, ration-
ing services, ignoring some problems compl etel y-- i n effect,
educational triage). Any attempt to introduce a change into
the school must consider these existing regularities. Group
norms define the level of expectations for both teachers and
students. Teacher coping strategies reflect accepted behav-
iors (Bloom, 1976; Katz, 1975, pp. 106, 191; Sarason, 1971,
p. 3). A plan for change should not ignore teacher coping
strategies. (Categories of teacher coping strategies, intro-
duced in Chapter I, will be more fully discussed in the
f ol 1 owi ng chapter
.
)
Increasing School Effectiveness Through
Staff Development
Research and literature pertaining to institutional change
should be understood by change agents engaged in efforts to
improve urban schools. Studies of educational and
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organizational innovation have provided considerable insight
into those factors which influence change strategies. Char-
acteristics of successful development efforts have been iden-
tified which may provide a framework for innovation.
A background for planning staff development
. In a discussion
of general strategies for effecting change. Chin and Benne
(1969) identified three basic change strategies. The first,
empi ri cal -rati onal
,
is based on the assumption that the
change process is rational. If a person or group perceives
a change to be beneficial and sensible, the proposed change
will be adopted. Past failures of curriculum and development
projects indicate that this rationale is not so.
A second category is a power-coercive approach. The
basic process involves compliance with leadership-mandated
changes by those with less authority. The discrepancies be-
tween mandated policies and those policies observed at the
delivery level of educational services indicate the ineffec-
tiveness of this approach. (See, for example, Lipsky, 1980;
Weatherly & Lipsky, 1977; Wise, 1979.)
Normative-re-educative strategies of changing--the
third category identified by Chin and Benne--recogni zes the
sociocultural norms which affect individual patterns and
practices. In this approach, change occurs when individuals
alter their patterns and practices by changing their norma-
tive orientations. This change involves ". . . changes
in
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dttitudes, vdluGS, skills, and significant relationships,
not just changes in knowledge, information, or intellec-
tual rationales for action and practice" (p. 34; see also
Sarason, 1971).
This latter approach considers the relationships of
individuals and their environments. According to Sarason
(1971), the ". . . existing structure of a setting or culture
defines the permissable ways in which goals and problems will
be approached" (p. 12). Change is inhibited when the change
agent does not possess an adequate description and concep-
tualization of the school culture--the setting for educa-
tional innovation. A chief factor influencing change is a
degree of understanding about the position an individual
holds in the organization and the effects of organizational
characteristics on that individual. (The previous section of
this chapter was an attempt to provide insight into the be-
haviors of teachers in a bureaucratic setting.) Some ad-
ditional factors for understanding the setting include past
history of development efforts; programmatic and behavioral
regularities; conceptions of teaching and learning; authority
structure. (See Sarason, 1971, for a discussion of these
factors; also, Argyris, 1979; Beckhard & Harris, 1977, pp.
21-22; Koch, 1977 , pp.- 17, 48; Runkel & Bell, 1976 , p. 221;
Ti chy
,
1978, p . 473 . )
Resistance to change can be attributed to the same
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factors which contribute to stability in personality or
in social systems. Watson (1966) notes two categories of
resistance, those properties attributable to personality
and those attributable to the characteristics of social
systems. The previous discussion of street-level bureau-
cracies and Safason s analysis of school culture are congru-
ent with these two categories. More specifically, person-
ality factors which contribute to change include habit,
patterns of perception, and individual needs and depend-
encies. Resistance to change characteristic of social sys-
tems may include cultural and behavioral norms, school power
structure, the systemic effect of change, and insitutional
biasesagainstoutsideintr*usion.
Familiarity with a setting, however, is only one step
towards introducing change. It is not a guarantee against
failure. Sarason (1971) lists characteristics or require-
ments for a theory of change: (1) Change must be appropriate
to, and mirror the complexities of, the social setting.
(2) The introduction of change must take into account the
varying degrees of commitment to change and the necessity
for recognizing and dealing with opposition. (3) The change
process must reconcile the requirements of leadership and
representativeness which are often conflicting forces in
decision-making. (4) Any attempt to introduce change has
a time perspective which specifies when something should be
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done and outcomes are to be expected (pp. 58-61).
Sarason also points out the necessity for descriptive
data of the change process. The interrelationships of indi-
viduals involved in change, the connections between means
and ends, and the characteristics of successful change
strategies comprise factors necessary to avoid the prophecy
that "the more things change, the more they remain the same."
The Rand Change Agent Study", commissioned by the U. S.
Office of Education, was aimed at providing just this type of
i nforma ti on
.
—actors crucial to successful staff development
. Based on
a study of federally sponsored programs for promoting ed-
ucational change, the Rand study attempted to provide
information about project characteristics that both reflect
innovation and influence the formulation of change agent
policy. The study identified four clusters of factors
crucial to successful in-service efforts-- i nsti tuti onal
motivation, project implementation strategies, institutional
leadership, and certain teacher characteristics (see
McLaughlin & Marsh, 1978). Organization development
efforts and evaluations also have contributed to under-
standing the successful characteristics of tliese four
factors
.
Institutional moti vation . The most consistent and
positive relationship to all project outcomes, according
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to the Rand study, was teacher commitment to change.
Teachers were involved in change projects for a variety of
reasons. Among these were money, professional growth,
collegial pressure, and administrative mandates. Moti-
vation of district managers, project planning strategies,
and the scope of the change program were found to be the
most influential elements of institutional motivation.
These factors contributed to continued commitment, success-
ful implementation, and continuation of methods and
materials (McLaughlin & Marsh, 1978, pp. 71-76).
.Administrative support, generated at the outset, sig-
nals to staff members the seriousness of a project. The
Rand study found numerous examples of teachers who decided
not to make the necessary extra effort simply because they
did not feel that district managers were interested and
committed to project outcomes.
Numerous other studies indicate that active administra-
tive support and commitment, especially that of the prin-
cipal(the gatekeeper of change in a school), is the key
factor in instituting a change strategy. Projects without
administrative support had little chance of success. On the
other hand, projects with principal support experienced
changes that were swift and dramatic (Mann, 1978, p. 216*,
see also Cohen & Gadon, 1978, p. 69; Fullan, et al., 1980,
p. 151; Glaser, 1973, p. 439; Koch, 1977, p. 48; Miles,
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1975, pp. 218-219; Sarason, 1971, pp. 110-150; Schmuck, et
al., 1977, pp. 24-34; Tichy, 1976, p. 251).
Project planning strategies contribute to institutional
motivation. Four types of strategies were identified. In
the first of these top dov^n--central office administrators
determined the implementation strategies. Administrators not
aware of the constraints of participants in different schools
could not generate the necessary teacher support--even when
administrative commitment was high.
The grass roots approach showed high initial involve-
ment of staff. But, lack of explicit administrative involve-
ment resulted in a gradual waning of project momentum. The
no-planning approach, relying on outside project design with
little if any system participation, had similarly discourag-
ing results.
Projects experiencing success involved administrators
and teachers in a collaborative planning effort. Those
aspects of innovation that affected'! staff required the in-
volvement of staff in planning phases to facilitate under-
standing of processes necessary for implementation and to
foster project ownership (Bennis, 1969, pp. 44-47; Cummings,
1977, pp. 189-213; Fullan, et al . , 1980, p. 150; Glaser,
1973; Runkel & Bell, 1976; Schmuck, et al., 1977, p. 16).
The important consideration, then, was not "who" originated
the project but how the planning was carried out. Only this
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fourth and more time consuming strategy generates the broad-
based institutional support necessary for successful imple-
mentation and continuation.
A third element influencing motivation is the scope of
the change proposed by the project. "The Rand study found
that the more effort required of project teachers, and the
greater the overall change in teaching style attempted by
the project, the higher the proportion of committed teachers"
(McLaughlin & Marsh, 1978, p. 75). The authors believe
that ambitious projects appeal to a teacher's sense of
professionalism.
Extrinsic or material rewards were not found to be
significant incentives for initial teacher involvement.
Although material rewards were appreciated and reinforced
project continuation, little if any results were achieved
in the absence of professional motivation. Intrinsic
professional rewards--educati onal promise and personal
growth--were far more important in motivating teachers
(Glaser, 1973; Mann, 1978; McLaughlin & Marsh, 1978).
Project implementation strategies . The second cluster
of factors affecting outcomes of change efforts was the
project implementation strategies. Among the most import-
ant planning choices were those which dealt with how the
project would be put into practice. Staff training
activities and training-support activities were elements
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found to be important to projects which fostered staff
learning and change. Projects with well conducted training
and support activities showed Improved Implementation and
improved outcomes (McLaughlin X Marsh, 1978. p. 75).
Staff training activities correspond most directly to
the traditional focus of many In-service teacher education
efforts-sklll-specific training to foster change. The Rand
study found that, while these activities had strong positive
effects on percent of project goals achieved, results were
positive only In the short run. By themselves, training
activities did not sustain staff learning and teacher change.
The study also found formative evaluation and technical
support to be necessary for adaptation and long term adoption
of new methods. Support activities may Include classroom
assistance and frequent meetings to share and exchange
methods. and problems. Support activities provide opportunity
for clarifying goals and adapting strategies to fit contin-
gencies. New programs need quality In-process support if
new learning Is to be adopted and maintained (McLaughlin &
Harsh, 1978; see also, Fullan, et al., 1980; Joyce & Showers,
1980; Miles, 1976; Wood & Thompson, 1980).
Institutional leadership. Institutional leadership is
the third important factor influencing implementation and
continuation of local change projects. As discussed earlier,
support of central administrative leadership in a system is
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critical for engendering enthusiasm and participation in
change projects. For projects to be implemented properly,
however, an effective project director is important. The
Rand Change Agent data show that skills of the director can
foster understanding of goals and operations, aid in solving
problems as they arise, and provide the concrete information
needed by staff.
Effective project leadership, nevertheless, plays only
a sho»”t term and circumscribed role in the outcome of change
projects. There was, no relationship between project leader-
ship and project continuation or teacher change. What was
found to be crucial to long-term results was the attitude
of the building principal. Successful projects had princi-
pals who: (1) set school policies in agreement with pro-
ject goals; (2) allocated discretionary funds to continue
project activities after outside funding ceased; (3) actively
participated in project training; and (4) aided in training
new staff to promote continuation of project strategies.
Leadership, then, is a decisive factor on three levels:
district administrator, project director, and building prin-
cipal (McLaughlin & Marsh, 1978, pp. 80-83; see also Bennis,
1969, pp. 49-50; Cohen & Gadon, 1978, p. 69; Glaser, 1973;
Mann, 1978, p. 216; Sarason, 1971, pp. 110-150; Schmuck , et
al., 1977, pp. 25-34).
Building principals also played an important role in
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maintaining a school climate supportive of project continua-
tion once funding terminated. Projects showed greater
success in an organizational climate where teachers had
esprit de corps and felt the school v;as managed efficiently
and effectively by the principal. Schools combining a
supportive organizational climate and teacher participation
had positive relationship to the guality of project outcomes
(McLaughlin & Marsh, 1978; see also Brookover & Lezotte,
1979; Edmonds, 1979e, 1979b).
Teacher characteristics
. The attitudes, abilities,
and experience of teachers comprised the fourth general fac-
tor identified by the Rand study to have major influence on
outcomes of planned change. Years of experience and per-
sonal sense of efficacy have particular significance for
present development efforts given the present conditions
facing urban school s--decl i ni ng enrollments; decreased fund-
ing; demands for change; an older, more entrenched staff.
More experienced teachers were found to be less likely
to achieve project goals. After five to seven years of
teaching, teachers tend to establish routines and patterns
of behavior that are not easily changed. They are not
receptive to conventional methods of professional development
that elaborate on present practices but tend to respond more
to opportunities to explore new areas and to take more
responsibility for their professional growth (McLaughl i n &
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Marsh, 1978; see also Lispky, 1980).
The most powerful teacher characteristic identified by
the Rand analysis was teacher sense of efficacy--a belief
by teachers that they could help all students to achieve.
This teacher characteristic showed a positive strong rela-
tionship to goals achieved, amount of teacher change, and
continuation of new methods and materials. "Teachers'
attitudes about their own professional competence, in short,
appear to have major influence on what happens to change-
agent projects and how effective they are" (McLaughlin &
Marsh, 1978, p. 85; see also Bloom, 1976; Brookover &
Lezotte, 1979; Edmonds, 1979a; Why Do Some Urban Schools
Succeed?, 1980).
Summary
. The findings, based on a study of these four
clusters, have the following implications for staff
development:
1. The study moves away from the traditional view of
staff development to one which "emphasizes learning for pro-
fessionals as part of ongoing program building in an organi-
zational setting. This v i ew of staff development is one of
the most important implications of the study" (McLaughlin
& Mars h , 1978, p . .87 )
.
2. The process by which an innovation comes to be used in
a local setting is adaptive and heuristic. Understanding and
adapting to an innovation requires some "reinventing of the
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wheel "
.
3. "Professional learning is a long-term, nonlinear
process .
"
4. Staff development should be part of the in-building
process; activities isolated from day-to-day responsibilities
seldom had much impact. (This also helps to shift from a
deficit view of staff development to a more human resources
perspective of educators.)
5.
The fifth broad assumption is the imporcance of seeing
staff development as an integral part of a problem solving
process within the school--a continual characteristic of
the school site (McLaughlin & Marsh, 1978, pp. 87-91; see
also Fullan, et al., 1980; Miles, 1975, pp. 35-48).
chapter I I I
COPING STRATEGIES AND ADMINISTRATIVE BEHAVIORS
Studies of educational innovation have focused on and
explained observable factors of successful strategies-e.g.
,
the scope of the planning phase, the presence or absence
of a dynamic leader, shared decision making. As David
Goodwin observes,
. . findings rarely treat systematic
patterns of organizational behavior, decision-making, and
institutional incentives for change" ( 1977
,
p. 119). An
understanding of coping strategies and administrative be-
haviors may help identify and examine the effects of teacher
behavior patterns on staff development efforts.
Copi nq $ tra teqi es
The typical portrayal of urban schools as large bureau-
cracies with tight control is opposed by a competing view.
Lipsky's analysis of social service bureaucraci es--pol i ce
,
welfare workers, teachers, health servi ces--presents a con-
vincing argument that teacher behaviors are governed more by
discretion and autonomy than they are by administrative con-
trols. Goodwin states that ''(m)uch of the bias, imperson-
ality, rigidity attributed to bureaucracy appear exacerbated
in schools where organizational procedures leave the most
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subjective and conflict-laden tasks to the personal judg-
ment of individual teachers"{1977. p. 121 ). in his Street -
Lev el Bureaucracy
, Lipsky identifies categories of coping
strategies used by individuals in social service bureau-
cracies--strategies which represent the types of discretion
exercised by public service professionals. Categories in-
clude routinizing, modifying goals, controlling clients,
rationing services, redefining or limiting clientele and
asserting priorities (see also Weatherly & Lipsky, 1977).
^0 u t i n i z i n g . Given the time, most teachers could probably
interact flexibly and responsibly with any single student.
When confronted, however, with the dilemma of many more stu-
dents than time permits them to handle adequately, teachers
are forced to develop routines that help them process their
work loads. Routines insure regularity and fairness and
discourage response to individual needs. By structuring
activities into limited and predictable patterns of behavior,
teachers reduce the necessity of decision-making and personal
involvement and lessen the burdens of performing their tasks
(Goodwin, 1977, pp. 39-42; Lipsky, a980, pp. 99-104;
Sarason, 1971).
The types of routines teachers develop are often educa-
tionally sound and serve to simplify daily tasks. Many
routines, however, bring about patterns of behavior which
subvert organizational goals. For example, student revision
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of work in class, a routine often used by teachers, can be
a valuable teachinQ technique when used with proper super-
vision and individualization. If, however, teachers use this
technique solely to cut down on outside correction and pro-
vide extra time for completion of housekeeping chores(which
is often the case) valuable instructional time is lost and
the educational value of the activity itself is questionable.
Letting students correct papers in class purely as a mechani-
cal checking technique with no feedback and discussion may
have like implications (Note 4).
Similarly, grouping students according to past achieve-
ment may serve to aid teachers in preparing lessons better
suited to student educational levels. Without a conscious
effort, however, this same practice will convey to students
the level of expectations held for them (Note 5).
Modifying goa ls. In an effort to achieve a better fit be-
tween their capabilities and organizational objectives,
teachers often modify conceptions of what must be done.
They may do this by focusing on student social development
rather than cognitive development, or they may make decisions
about which goals are necessary for students to reach and
which are secondary in importance. By "watering down"
curriculum and making allowances for student cultural and
economic backgrounds, teachers often set and reinforce
patterns of expectations that have a detrimental effect on
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students from poor and minority backgrounds. Some teachers
will modify curriculum to suit their areas of expertise with
the rationale that doing so allows them to do a better job.
Whatever the chosen strategies or reasons for modifying
student achievement goals, the result is a simplification
that benefits teachers-many times at the expense of the
students (Goodwin. 1977; Lipsky, 1980, pp. 144-145; Weatherly
& Lipsky, 1977; see also Note 4).
£g_ntrol1ing clients. Maintaining discipline is one of the
primary concerns of teachers, especially in urban schools.
Teachers spend a major portion of their time avoiding con-
frontations with students and developing routines which help
to minimize disruptions. Hand raising, seating patterns,
and restrictions on classroom mobility represent control
strategies teachers use. All too often, however, teachers
unable to develop and use control techniques which are edu-
cationally sound fall into patterns of control which have a
negative effect on student outcomes. These may include re-
moving students from the classroom; grouping by behavior;
reflecting student behavior in achievement grades; or apply-
ing different behavior standards for poor or minority chil-
dren. Student control, while an essential component of the
educational process, must be consistent with educational
objectives (Becker, 1953; Goodwin, 1977; Lipsky, 1980; see
also Note 4).
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Ra tioning s.ervlc^. Perhaps one of the most difficult
decisions teachers must make is the amount of services
they can reasonably give to each student. Forced by in-
adequate resources to limit services to a reasonably manage-
able amount, teachers often develop creative and functional
coping techniques. For example, one teacher, unable to pro-
vide a high degree of feedback daily to all classes, concen-
trates effort on one class at a time. As a class is "shaped
up (more attention paid in class, homework completed, study-
ing done, etc.) the teacher shifts attention to the next
class, and so on. Classes not receiving the extra attention
receive enough feedback to maintain levels of productivity
until it is again their turn (Note 6).
There are also many questionable strategies for ration-
ing services. These include techniques which judge a stu-
dent's worth and may, on the basis of that judgment,
eliminate the student from receiving services. Additional
strategies include concentrating efforts on those students
most apt to benefit, those with whom there is good interac-
tion, or those whose problems appear more solvable. The ways
teachers exercise discretion in rationing services are de-
termined by the clarity of thetr school's educational goals
and their commitment to those goals.
Redefining or limiting clientele
. Although teachers are
expected to treat all children alike, many factors contribute
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to favoritism and inequality of treatment. Factors such
as teachers' personal values, their conceptions of schooling
and kids, and the necessity to make subjective judgments
result in students being categorized and differentiated.
Some who fit teachers' conceptions of good students become
teachers pets . Others, not measuring up to behavioral or
educational norms, are labeled lazy, unmotivated, or slow and
often are denied supporting services.
Techniques for limiting students to be served may in-
clude assigning all responsibility for failure to some
characteristic of the student, thereby negating the need for
the teacher to offer additional help and absolving him/her
of responsibility; setting requirements that must be met if
extra help is to be given knowing that requirements will
effectively eliminate some students; denying additional help
on the basis of value judgments about students; or sending
students to the office or a colleague's room for discipline
infractions. Techniques which result in inequality of
treatment may differ but have similar results. Teachers
are able to process their work more efficiently and students
are denied services (Lipsky, 1980; see also Note 4).
Asserting priorities . Through the use of coping strategies,
teachers set educational priorities for their students. They
may do this by their specific techniques of routinizing,
modifying goals, controlling clients, rationing services or
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limiting clientele. Teachers may further set priorities
by modifying content to better suit their area of expertise
(as in the case of an English teacher who lacks solid back-
ground in grammar and feels more comfortable concentrating
on literature); by orienting themselves towards control or
porsonality development instead of a cognitive emphasis; or
by eliminating some objectives completely.
Given their relative freedom from organizational
control and the need for subjective evaluations and actions,
teachers can and do exercise a great deal of discretion.
That they continue to do so is inevitable. Discretion, how-
ever, can be managed by administrative controls or behaviors
which support teachers and provide parameters which channel
discretion in directions more aligned with system policies
and priorities (i.e., controls can ensure that films and/or
fieldtrips have educational value and are relevant to the
curriculum).
Admini strat iv e Behaviors
Discussions with teachers identified a number of areas
of administrative behaviors which i’nfluence their working
conditions and actions (Note 7). The first of these, plan-
ning, deals with the technical and structural set up of the
school schedule, the deployment of human and material re-
sources, and the importance of written and implied curriculum.
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The concern a building principal places on the structural
aspects of providing time and space for proper implementation
of programs conveys to teachers the educational priorities
of a school
.
Haphazard or incomplete planning in, for example, the
area of scheduling, relays a message to teachers that the
school's priority is to find a slot for each student and to
maintain systemically acceptable class sizes--a practice
which often does not consider student needs or abilities.
In one school, it was common practice to alleviate
overcrowded classes by removing students from the classes
and assigning study periods instead. Another school, facing
similar problems, adjusted by assigning students with simi-
lar needs and abilities to varying periods of reading each
week. And, in too many schools, classes move sluggishly for
the first few weeks in anticipation of class adjustments and
additional students--students who have been waiting to be
scheduled (Note 8). Administrative convenience is seen as
the priority.
On the other hand, teachers and students in well planned
and organized schools start their school year knowing that
learning and teaching is expected to take place and to take
priority. The planning emphasizes program implementation
and attempts to ensure that students are placed in programs
appropriate to their needs (Note 9).
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Support, flexibility, and receptivity of the admini-
strative staff within a school comprise a second set of
behaviors teachers identify as important. Teachers look for
and expect support for the implementation of new ideas.
When teachers willingly develop new programs that further
school goals, they expect their principals to be receptive
and to facilitate impl ementation. Edmonds (1979a, 1979b)
found that principals in effective schools exhibited support
for staff and made program adjustments based on formative
evaluations. They were also flexible in the redeployment of
school resources in directions more consistent with goal
priorities (see also Note 10).
In addition, teachers identified openness and communi-
cation as behaviors important to their perceptions of them-
selves and of their jobs (Note 10). They expect and appre-
ciate opportunity for input into decisions which affect them;
feedback and suggestions pertaining to their work; and a
sense of professional validity. According to Raymond Miles,
the complexity and rapidity of organizational change require
a. human resources approach to management. In numerous
formal and informal discussions with teachers, they consis-
tently indicated their preference for administrative be-
haviors which facilitated positive staff contributions.
Teachers look for and expect direction, communication, con-
trols, appraisal, and rewards (i.e., recognition for a job
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well done) (Miles, 1975, pp. 30-92; Note 10; see also
Figure 1 for a breakdown of managers' theories of
management )
.
Another critical area which impacts on teacher be-
haviors and the type of discretion they use is evaluation.
While teachers often refer to evaluation with suspicion
and anxiety, when asked, they express a need for supportive
evaluations of performance and of programs designed to im-
prove instructicn (Note 10; see also Brookover and Lezette,
1979; Edmonds, 1979a, 1979b). The absence of adequate and
improvement-oriented performance evaluations isolates
teachers. Unclear about expectations and acceptable norms,
teachers reluctantly share classroom experiences and tech-
niques. They share superficial experiences that are often
of a "griping" nature. Such an atmosphere obscures goals
and allows polciy to be more readily misinterpreted.
Studies of effective schools support the importance
of evaluation. In schools increasing in effectiveness,
supervision and evaluation of the teaching process was found
to be a common factor. Moreover, teachers in effective
schools were not resentful of the evaluative process but saw
it as a method to improve instruction. Programs or methods
that were unsuccessful were changed in process. Successful
schools used evaluation to identify and avoid what did not
work as well as to highlight and continue what did work
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FIGURE 1
MANAGERS' THEORIES OF MANAGEMENT
Traditional model
Assumptions
1. Work is inherently dis-
tasteful to most people
2. What workers do is less
important than what
they earn for doing it
3. Few want or can handle
work which requires
creativity, self-
direction or self-
control
Policies
1. The manager's basic
task is to closely
supervise and control
his subordinates
2. He must break tasks
down into simple
repetitive, easily
learned operations
3. He must establish de-
tailed work routines
and procedures and
enforce these firmly
but fairly
Expectations
1. People can tolerate work
if the pay is decent and
the boss is fair
2. If tasks are simple
enough and people are
closely controlled,
they will produce up
to standard
Human relations model
Assumptions
1. People want to feel use-
ful and important
2. People desire to belong
and to be recognized as
individuals
3. These needs are more im-
portant than money in
motivating people to
work
Pol icies
1. The manager's basic task
is to make each worker
feel useful and important
2. He should keep his sub-
ordinates informed and
listen to their objec-
tions to his plans
3. The manager should allow
his subordinates to exer-
cise some self-direction
and self-control on
routine matters
Expectations
1. Sharing information with
subordinates and invol-
ving them in routine
decisions will satisfy
their basic needs to be-
long and to feel important
Human resources model
Assumptions
1. 'Work is not inherently
distasteful. People
want to contribute to
meaningful goals which
they have helped
establish
2. Most people can exer-
cise far more creative
responsible self-
direction and self-
control than their
present jobs demand
Policies
1. The manager's basic task
is to make use of his
"untapped" human re-
sources
2. He must create an en-
vironment in which all
members may contribute
to the limits of their
abilities
3. He must encourage full
participation on impor-
tant matters, contin-
ually broadening sub-
ordinates self-direction
and control
Expectations
1. Expanding subordinate
influence, self-direc-
tion, and self-control
will lead to direct
improvements in oper-
ating efficiency
2. Satisfying these needs
will improve morale and
reduce resistance to for-
mal author! ty--subordi nates
will "willingly cooperate" •
Work satisfaction may
improve as a "by-pro-
duct" of subordinates
making full use of
resources
From: Raymond E. Miles, Theories of Management: Implications for Organizational
Behavior and Development
,
McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York, New York, 1975, p. 35.
Used with the permission of McGraw-Hill Book Company.
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(Edmonds, 1979a, 1979b).
Administrative behaviors, then, directly or indirectly
influence what happens in the classroom and the ways teachers
employ various coping strategies. Principals, by their
actions, determine the success and scope of school planning,
program implementation, and evaluation (see Michael, 1981,
for a discussion of the control cycle--planning, implemen-
tat ion, and evaluation).
Methodology
This study used a combination of survey and interviews
to identify teachers' coping strategies which cause them to
diverge form and/or alter system goals and objectives. In-
cluded in the interviews were questions designed to identify
areas of administrative behavior which concern teachers and
may impact or affect coping strategy use. These discussions
helped formulate the questionnaires. By examining teacher
behaviors and their perceptions of administrative behaviors
through discussions and interviews, a more comprehensive
understanding of coping strategies is possible. The turbu-
lent nature of educati onal setti ngs
,
however, makes any con-
clusions tentative and subject to continuous revision
(Longstreet, 1981; Pine, 1980).
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Qu6st ionndir6 PsvGlopmsnt
A questionnaire, based on Lipsky's six categories,
surveyed the use of coping strategies by teachers. The
process was: (l) the development of an initial question-
naire to identify coping strategies; (2) collating most
frequently used coping strategies; (3) interviews for vali-
dation of the questionnaire and for additional information;
(4) development of final coping strategies questionnaire;
(5) development and validation of questionnaire dealing
with administrative behaviors.
I h
.
e settinq
. The Worcester school system has an elementary,
middle, and senior high school plan of organization. Each
of these levels corresponds to differing student develop-
mental levels and needs. As a result of different types
of programs and organizational structures, there may be
varying patterns of coping strategies at each level. The
present study, therefore, surveyed only teachers at
Worcester's six middle schools.
Of these schools, one was chosen for the validation
and interviewing stages of the study. The author's
familiarity with the school and all staff members was the
basis for choice. Teachers at the remaining schools com-
prised the study group. During both the validation and
final survey stages of the study, efforts were made to
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involve staff members from all of the disciplines within
each school. However, no personal data was required
and anonymity of responses was assured.
Initial questionnaire
. In order to translate Lipsky's
coping categories to an educational context, the author •
had discussions with several teachers over a period of two
months. Participants involved in the discussions repre-
sented four major disciplines and middle school adminis-
tration. By examining bacl.ground information, evaluating
the Lipsky analysis, and combining experiences, the group
listed approximately fifty coping strategies which fit into
Lipsky's six categories.
During the time between meetings, group members held
informal discussions with additional teachers. Based on
these discussions, the original group of teachers reached
consensus on thirty-five coping strategies. These coping
strategies comprised a questionnaire to be administered to
teachers for initial evaluation (Note 11; see Appendix A for
the initial questionnaire and a breakdown of questions by
category )
.
In late April, 1981, twenty-six faculty members at the
validating school (70% of the teaching staff) received the
initial questionnaire. Teachers were approached indivi-
dually and asked to participate in a study of teacher coping
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strategies. Explanation of coping strategies consisted of
that presented on the first page of the questionnaire. All
teachers approached agreed to complete a questionnaire. Col-
lection was done the following day and final response was
100%. (Follow-up collection visits were necessary in only
two cases
.
)
Response frequencies indicated that teachers used all
coping strategies to some degree. However, teachers indica-
ted that some activities were seldom used. Final judgment
on including these items was reserved until after the inter-
viewing process. (See Appendix A for frequencies of indivi-
dual questions by category.) A review of results and indi-
vidual questionnaires led to a determination that specific
patterns of response were not occur ing. The final question-
naire contained restructured questions based on the collated
and summarized comments for each question. (See Appendix A
for a summary of comments appearing on the questionnaires.)
Validation and interviews . During the collection of the
initial questionnaire, teachers were asked if they would be
receptive to being interviewed as part of a validation and
information gathering process. Seventeen teachers agreed to
participate. Of these, ten were interviewed. The ten were
chosen for time availability and representation from as many
disciplines as possible. Prior to being interviewed.
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teachers were given a copy of the initial questionnaire with
response frequencies noted and a copy of the interview for-
mat (see Appendix B for the interview format).
Two-hour interviews conducted at the convenience of the
interviewees (Note 12) had the following objectives:
1. To assess the appropriateness of strategies on the
questionnaire--wording of questions; number and
description of choices; strategies that should be
included
2. To determine administrative behaviors that teachers
consider important to making the school a better
place to work in--for example, by making coping
easier
3. To solicit teacher input regarding the role of
staff devel opment-- i n helping teachers to cope; in
making problem and strategy sharing more attractive
and beneficial; in making professional development
more attractive.
(See Appendix B for a summary of the interviews.)
Based on the interviews,
of choices changed as follows:
From
1- NEVER
2- SELDOM
3- FREQUENTLY
the descriptions for the scale
To
1- SELDOM/NEVER
2- SOMETIMES
3- FREQUENTLY
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4- VERY OFTEN 4 . VERY OFTEN
Wording of questions remained essentially unchanged.
For the purpose of cTarification, minor changes were made in
questions 4, 5, 9, 13, 15, 16, 19, 24, 27, 33 and 34 (See
Appendix A for initial questionnaire and Appendix C for final
questionnaire). Questions which showed a low frequency of
response were not eliminated based on a consensus of the
interviewees. For example, question 19, assessed the use of
A-V materials. Teachers interviewed believed that, based on
their observations, responses to this question did not indi-
cate actual use of this strategy. The suggestion was also
made and agreed upon in later interviews that A-V materials
used simply as a coping mechanism should constitute a choice
(see question 34, final questionnaire). Questions 25 and 38,
the only other items added as a result of the interviews,
dealt with the removal of disruptive students from the class-
room and the use of "mental health" days.
In discussing the role of principals in reducing the
demands placed upon them, teachers interviewed felt that
principals have little or no control over areas that would
significantly change system/school functioning. They did,
however, identify various aspects of administrative behavior
as affecting the overall school climate and, therefore, their
degree of job satisfaction and sense of professional validity.
These concerns fall into five broad categories. They are:
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1. Flexibility/Support for Change--ref 1 ecti ng teachers'
concerns that their principal was often rigid and un-
willing to make necessary resources reallocation to
provide support for adapting programs. Teachers also
believed that new programs and activities intended to
improve instruction and/or student participation were
not facilitated. Emphasis tended to be on continuing
past practices. (Teachers cited their principal's un-
willingness to provide a minimal amount of school time
to enable teachers to arrange printing of a school news-
paper and encouraging teachers to design new programs
and then failing to schedule the teachers so they could
work together on implementation.)
2. I npu t--ref 1 ecti ng teachers' concerns that their
professional opinions were not solicited and/or valued
when decisions were made which directly affected them.
Teachers felt they had no input into the direction and
procedures established for newly mandated activity and
advisory programs which they were expected to implement.
3. Supervi s i on-- ref 1 ecti ng teachers' concerns that
supervision was inadequate and of a punitive nature.
(Teachers felt that administrators seldom visited
their classrooms, and that, when they did, either pro-
vided no feedback or provided negative feedback; teach-
ers known to be exceedingly poor received similar
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evaluations as teachers deemed exceptional.)
4. Rewards/Recognition--reflecting teachers' sense of
isolation and lack of being appreciated. (Teachers making
extra contributions received no acknowledgement and, in
some cases, were subjected to pressure and criticism.)
5. Communi ca ti on--ref 1 ecti ng teachers' needs to ex-
change views freely and amiably with administration
and to be kept apprised of developments which affect
them. (Teachers believe that voicing an opinion or sug-
gestion to the administration would be viewed as a
criticism and be rebuffed.).
Final questionnaire . Two sections were added to the coping
strategies questionnaire. The School Control section at-
tempted to determine the locus of school control and where
teachers felt it should be. No attempt was made to develop
the concept of control beyond making a simple determination
of who is in control of the school (s) in the system and there-
by directs them towards desired ends (see Hrebiniak, 1978,
pp. 211-250; Tannenbaum, 1951, for a discussion of control).
The section dealing with administrative behaviors was
included to assess present administrative practices and
teachers' perceptions of what they should be. The behaviors
listed in this section reflect the five areas of concern
previously discussed.
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During late May, 1981, the group of teachers involved
in formulating the initial questionnaire reviewed interview
notes and developed the questions for the Administrative
Behaviors section. Five teachers and one administrator then
assessed these questions for clarity and appropr i a teness--
minor changes were made for clarity (see Appendix C for
completed questionnaire).
2i.stri but ion/col lection . Principals in the five middle
schools comprising the study group were contacted indivi-
dually and gave their permission to conduct the study
within their buildings (per school system procedures; see
Note 13). Each of the five schools received between twenty-
five and thirty questionnaires.
Teachers were approached informally and asked for their
assistance in completing the study. In three of the schools,
the author distributed and collected the questionnaires. In
these three cases, a collection point was established in the
office and questionnaires were numbered to allow for follow-
up collection visits. In the two remaining schools, a
member of the faculty distributed and collected the quesion-
naires individually (Note 14). No identification of parti-
cipants was made. Approximately ten duplicate question-
naires were issued to replace ones lost or misplaced. In
all schools, teachers were chosen to represent as many
disciplines as possible within the school and an attempt was
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made to have proportional representation. In the five
schools, only seven of the individuals approached declined
assi stance.
Percent of returns were as follows:
Schoo
1
Number
Distributed
Number
Returned
% Returned
A 27 25 92.6%
B 29 27 93.1%
C 25 25 100 %
D 21 21 &i. 1%
E 29 29 100 %
TOTAL 136 127 89.7%
The sample represents approximately one-third of the teach-
ing staff in the five middle schools.
Data Analysis
. Once collected, the questionnaires
were key punched by another individual into the files of the
data processing center at the University of Massachusetts.
Groupings for each section of the questionnaire v^ere sub-
mitted to a programmer who then used the Statistical Package
for the Social Studies (SPSS) to analyse the data. (See
Chapter IV for data analysis.) The School Control section
was hand tabulated by the author. Average responses for
each item in the School Control section were determined and
results were graphed (see Chapter IV).
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Limitations of the Study
This study is limited to the extent that the method
of selecting teachers would not provide a random sampling.
In addition, the reliability of the questionnaire may be
questioned. In any situation where individuals may judge
the merits of action, they may be inadvertantly reluctant
to answer accurately. The answer choices also could have
served to limit responses.
The subjective nature of the methodology, while serv-
ing to establish a common base for dialogue and response
during interview and data collection, may have biased re-
sults further. Also, the collection procedures and person-
alities are a variable which may have influenced response.
In the Administrative Behaviors section, responses may
reflect reactions to administrators rather than beliefs about
what should be and may thus bias the results. In addition,
the statistics used for data analysis may have been inap-
propriate to assess the true implications of teacher coping
strategies and administrative behaviors on staff development
and, by implication, on educational outcomes.
The method of analysis, a combination of discussion and
interviews combined with a statistical analysis does serve
to identify coping activities and evaluate the degree to
which teachers use them. This evaluation is a necessary
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step to determining the implications of coping strategies
for staff development and the role of staff development
in working for effective schools.
CHAPTER IV
TEACHER COPING STRATEGIES AND ADMINISTRATIVE BEHAVIORS
STUDY DESIGN AND ANALYSIS
Study Design
This next phase (Chapter IV) vn‘11 discuss the research
design and present an analysis of the data collected based
on the understanding of coping strategies and teacher re-
sponses. The questionnaire attempted to identify specific
teacher coping strategies and administrative behaviors and
determine what, if any, relationship exists between the two.
The major research question asked was :
--What are the implications of teacher coping strategies for
staff development?
Implementing assumption s include :
--All teachers, to some degree, develop and use coping
strategies which change, subvert, or put into priority
school goals and thus affect what happens to kids.
--Coping strategies are f uncti onal
,
gi ven demands on teacher
time and energy, and are likely individual to the teacher.
--Teacher coping strategies affect the quality and degree of
success of professional development efforts.
--Coping strategies, developed to meet limitless demands.
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result in patterns of behavior which inhibit innovation
and change.
-Teacher commitment to change will not overcome pressures
to conform.
--Administrative control techniques affect the degree and
array of coping strategies used by teachers while the
coping strategies impact as much on administrative control
strategies,
--Staff development and school change efforts as currently
designed continue to have little impact on what teachers
do or how they do it.
-Attention to support and rewards is necessary for success-
ful staff development.
--Data collected, though on-going and tentative, can be used
in planning staff development programs for simi lar settings.
Questionnaire design
. The first section of the questionnaire
(Teacher Coping Stra tegi es--Ques tions 1-38) was designed to
survey teachers' perceptions of coping strategy use. Ques-
tions represented the six categories identified by Lipsky.
Questions for the categories were interspersed and responses
were on a Likert-type scale with four choices ranging from
sel dom/ never ( 1 ) to very often(4). In an effort to ascertain
whether teachers share classroom techniques/strategies, they
were provided with an opportunity to respond to what they
believed others did. Strategies used, while often necessary
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and sometimes useful and educationally sound, included many
that subvert educational goals. (See Appendix C for a break-
down of coping strategies according to the six categories.)
The coping strategies section was designed to answer
the following questions:
--What specific coping strategies do teachers use often?
--Are there differences in teachers' perceptions of what
they do and what others do?
A component of the interviews conducted during the first
phase of the research was the concept of administrative con-
trol--the principal's role in planning, implementing, and
evaluating the schooling process. The next two sections
of the questionnaire were intended to survey teacher per-
ceptions of control and administrative behaviors. (The
administrative behaviors represent the controls princpals
exerci se
. )
The "School Control" question asked respondents
(teachers in the five schools used in the study) to indicate
locus of control (where it is and where it is desired) for
five levels of the school system. A Likert-type scale of
1-5 allowed for choices ranging from little or none (1) to
a very great deal (5). This question was intended to answer:
--What are teacher perceptions of organizational control--
where is it and where should it be?
The third section of the questionnaire (Administrative
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Behavi ors-- 1 terns 1-25) again used a four point scale.
Choices ranged from almost never (1) to almost always (4)
and included "what is" and "what should be" for each item.
The twenty-five items, representing five categories of
behavior, were interspersed (see Appendix C for a break-
down by category). This section was designed to answer
the following questions:
--What are teachers' perceptions of administrative behaviors?
--What adjustments in administrative behaviors do teachers
perceive as important?
Sections one and three of the questionnaire, taken
together, answer the following question:
--What relationship, if any, exists between administrative
behaviors and teacher coping strategies?
Analysis of the above questions will help to answer the
major research question. In addition, the following implica-
tions will be examined:
--What are some possible effects on educational outcomes
of teachers’ use of coping strategies?
--What are the implications of administrative behaviors on
professional development efforts?
--What are some possible directions for professional develop-
ment which would help overcome constraints and foster
innovation?
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Data Analysis
T eacher Coping Strategies
. The Teacher Coping Strategies
section of the questionnaire was intended to answer ques-
tions about specific coping activities used by teachers to
meet demands placed upon them. Lipsky's coping strategies
are defined f uncti onti onal ly ; thus they do not represent
discrete teacher activities. For example, seat work may be
intended/used by different teachers for quite different
purposes. Indeed, the same activity and same teachers may
have different purposes in different classes. (In one class
a teacher may use seat work to control student activity
while in another assignment sheets may provide the same
teacher with opportunity to work with small groups.) The
unique way in which a teacher uses a particular strategy de-
termines its educational value.
Rou ti ni zi nq . In the category of routinizing, four
strategies were identified by teachers as being often used
(mean about 2.5 or above). Teachers stated they routinized
in these ways frequently and very often (see Table 1). The
strategy they most frequently used was a single lesson that
was appropriate for all students in a particular class.
While much emphasis has been placed on the educational value
of small group instruction and alternative lessons, teacher
responses would tend to indicate that the single lesson per
class is the most common mode of coping through routinizing.
FREQUENCIES
OF
RESPONSES
TO
COPING
STRATEGIES
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The routine receiving the next highest response (more
than half responded frequently and almost always) was group-
ing students according to past achievement. While a con-
venient routine in terms of preparation and appropriateness
of a single lesson (see question 33), this routine could
tend to set levels of expectations for all students in a
particular class or group.
Additional strategies in the routinizing category
which received means greater than two included student
revision of work in class and the use of a check-off
system for routine and/or homework assignments. Both
strategies can result in educationally sound programs or
in the subversion of educational goals--depending on the
individual teacher's application.
Routinizing strategies which were sometimes or rarely
used included letting students correct papers in class and
using s tandardi zed/textbook prepared tests. (The wording
of the latter question may have tended to present a skewed
picture of the use of prepared tests. A better indication
may have been possible with a rewording of the item to
include use of worksheets and other duplicated materials.)
With one exception, having students revise work in
class, teachers perceived others as using routinizing
strategies more often than they did. In the case of using
standardi zed/ textbook prepared tests, the difference between
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the "you do" mean and the "others do" mean represented an
increase of 45%. Teachers indicated that others often used
all the strategies in this category.
Modifying goals
. Responses for the second category,
modifying goals, indicated that teachers often used all
strategies listed (see Table 2). Teachers indicated that
they often used one textbook that served all ability levels
within a particular class. They quite often graded assign-
ments differentially to allow for varying abi 1 i ti es--e. g
.
,
lower expectations for students not considered as capable.
Teachers indicated they do, to some degree, use stra-
tegies listed in this category including: confining most
work to the classroom for some classes rather than dealing
with homework that is not done; watering down curriculum;
and making allowances for cul tural -soci o/economi c differences
when setting their standards of educational expectations.
As with the previous category, teachers perceived that
others modified goals more often than they did. In only one
case did teachers score themselves higher than others--
grading assignments differentially to allow for varying
abilities. The mean response for this question was 2.82
as opposed to 2.57 for what others do.
Controlling clients . Teacher responses for the third
category indicated that the most often used technique for
classroom control was maintaining a structured or traditional
90
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classroom (see Table 3). More than 45?^ of the teachers
indicated that they used this strategy almost always and
another 28% indicated frequent use. Grouping students
according to behavior was the second most frequently used
strategy for maintaining control.
Of the seven techniques listed, only two were identi-
fied by teachers as being used quite often or often.
Teachers stated that they seldom sent students to other
areas of the building; used achievement grades to maintain
discipline; or gave related in-class written assignments
to help control disruptive students.
Making allowances for cultural differences in setting
standards of behavior was not often used by 105 of the 125
respondents. When setting educational expectations, however,
teachers responded almost 30% higher that they did take
cultural differences into consideration (see Table 2,
question 15).
In this category, teachers again indicated that others
used these strategies more often than they did. In only one
case, using a structured/ tradi ti onal classroom to prevent
students from being disruptive, did they see themselves as
exceeding their colleagues.
Rationing services . Responses to questions about
rationing services indicated that teachers often find it
necessary to concentrate only on the manageable problems of
92
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students (see Table 4). In other words, they do not try
to deal with all students' problems but rather choose those
they can deal with. Question 29, choosing manageable prob-
lems, was strongly related to the previous strategy and
teacher responses to this item were similarly high. In
addition, teachers responded that they often determined
which students would benefit from extra time and effort and
then devoted time to students willing to participate rather
than dealing with inattentive students.
Of the 123 respondents, 109 only sometimes or rarely
concentrated efforts on one group at a time--i.e., extra
preparation or correcting while easing up on others. On
the whole (100 of 123) most teachers stated they did not
favor students with whom they interact best.
With the exception of concentrating on the manage-
able problems of students, teachers responded that others
tended to ration services more often than they did. The
greatest difference in response was to question three,
attending most those students with whom you interact best.
The mean increased by better than 25% when teachers responded
to what they perceived others as doing.
Redefining or limiting clientele . In this category,
teachers indicated that they do limit the students they
serve by setting requirements or criteria that must be
met if services are to be received (see Table 5). In 109 of
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125 responses, teachers indicated that they often or almost
always gave responsibility for success or failure in their
classes to their students. In other words, to a high degree,
teachers take little responsibility for student success or
failure.
Sixty-five percent (80 of 124) of the teachers said
that they sometimes and frequently gave extra help to those
most likely to benefit while an additional 17 indicated that
they almost always used this client limiting strategy.
Three fourths of the respondents also stated that they made
judgments about which student needs to deal with and that
they individualized for students most likely to benefit.
Responses to what others do showed that in this
category, as in the previous categories, teachers perceived
others as using coping strategies more often than they used
them. Having students assume responsibility for their
success or failure, with a "you do" mean of 3.34, increased
to 3.91 for "others do".
Asserting priori ties/other
. Responses indicated
that teachers exercise discretion in a number of ways to
prioritize their work (see Table 6). Teachers responded
that they frequently and almost always, 92 of 123 respondents,
determined which goals should be met and which were not
necessary. 72 of 125 respondents (58%) modified content
to fit their areas of expertise, indicating that teacher
FREQUENCIES
OF
RESPONSES
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STRATEGIES
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determination and area of expertise were more important
than curriculum guides.
When asked if they sacrifice educational goals in favor
of emotional needs, 101 of 124 selected seldom or sometimes.
It seems teachers have a conflict when they must choose be-
tween an individual student's emotional needs and the need
to deliver content. They do not or cannot deal with emotion-
al problems and so must deal with "what they are there for"—
to deliver subject matter or content. This says something
important about what they perceive learning to be.
Surprisingly, few teachers responded that they used
films as a coping technique. Teacher interviews suggested
quite di f ferently--that teachers often used movies to have
a "rest day". Responses to what others do showed an in-
crease in the mean of over 60% for use of AV materials to
fill in content areas and over 70% for use of films strictly
as a coping mechanism.
Seven percent of the respondents admitted to taking
mental health days in excess of five per year--23% indicated
a minimum of three to four days per year. When responding
to what others do, however, the mean increased over 80%.
In responding to question ten, 86% of the teachers
stated they seldom or only sometimes called on students they
were aware knew the correct answer. Nearly three fourths
of the respondents stated that they usually did not spend
100
more time preparing for honors classes than for general
classes. Teachers interviewed agreed and indicated that
general level students require more preparation time for
class but less time for outside correction work. Again,
75% said they did not teach to students who learned best
and otherwise fulfilled expectations of them. (This latter
question may have been ambiguous.)
School control
. Contrary to the usual procedure and due to
a lack of adequate sample size, only teacher responses were
secured for perceptions of organizational control. (The usual
procedure is to solicit input from all levels of the organi-
zation.) Teacher responses were averaged for each of the
five levels. Figure two shows teacher perceptions of
actual and desired location of organizational control..
During the interview portion of this study, teachers
indicated that their principal had little control over major
organizational factors which affected them, while teachers
surveyed stated that the greatest degree of control over
their school rested in the hands of the principal. (This
discrepancy may be due to a difference in the perspective of
control --vi ewi ng major changes in policy on the one hand and
the more limited scope of school control on the other.)
Second in perceived degree of control by teachers were
teachers themselves. They were followed by the
101
F i g u r e 2
Teachers' Perceptions of Actual
and Desired Organizational Control
<D
A-School Committee D-Principal
B-Superintendent E-Teachers
C-Supervisors
superintendent, school committee and, finally, supervisors.
The desired control showed a similar relationship between
organizational levels with all levels increasing in degree
of control. The greatest gain was shown by supervisors and
the least by the school committee.
Administrative behaviors . The third section of the question-
naire surveyed teachers' opinions of administrative behaviors.
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Five general categories of behaviors were identified during
the interviewing process as influencing teacher working
conditions and actions. Respondents answered on a four
point scale giving their perceptions of "what is" and "what
should be" for each of twenty -five questions concerning
admi ni s tra tors
.
Flexibility/support for change . The five questions in
this category concerned encouraging and supporting new ideas
and providing assistance with working out implementation
problems. On the whole, respondents indicated receiving
assistance for trying new ideas and providing flexible
resources for new programs quite frequently (means 2.67 and
2.8.1; see Table 7). Teachers did indicate, however, that
the degree of support should be greater in all five
instances. Question nineteen, helping teachers implement
programs, received the lowest mean (1.99). While teachers
felt administrators were in favor of their extra efforts
with new programs, they apparently felt that administrators
did not want active involvement.
Involvement in decision-making . Teachers saw them-
selves as having little control over decisions that affected
them (M 1.77). They also felt they were only slightly more
(M 1.89) involved with participation in planning and setting
yearly goals (see Table 8). In the control section of the
questionnaire, however, they indicated that they were second
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in organizational control
--though they were not at the
desired level (see Figure 2). Their perception of control
may be as it pertains to what happens to their students
rather than control which impacts on the school itself.
Input for planned change and opportunity to help assess
school needs received only moderately higher responses
(M2. 14, M 2.27). Teachers perceived that the principal
represented their views to a moderate degree. As with the
previous category, teachers indicated that much higher
involvement is desired.
Supervision . The questions in this category assessed
teachers' perceptions of the principal's role in visiting
classrooms and assisting teachers to improve their class-
room skills. Mean responses for the five questions in this
area were low (see Table 9) and showed the greatest dis-
crepancy between what is and what should be. The item
with the lowest mean, 1.49, concerned the use of merit as
a criterion for reduction in force. Teachers indicated
that merit should be used almost always (M 3.54).
Teachers saw the necessity for their principals to
help in assessing classroom skills' and to be a resource
for suggestions to improve their teaching. They indicated
that consistency of administrative action was very
important (M 3.73).
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Mwards/recoqnition. Means of questions related to
recognition and rewards indicated that teachers felt their
efforts were acknowledged and appreciated only sometimes
(see Table 10). Teachers believed that poor performance
seldom received adequate attention from the school admini-
stration while they believed strongly that more attention
should be given to these teachers (is: 1.90; should be:
3.68)--an increase of 94% in the mean.
Teacher responses show a large discrepancy between
what is and what should be on questions concerned with giv-
ing rewards and recognition. For all four questions, the
mean increased from sometimes to almost always— an average
increase of 80%. This observation is borne out by the
interview phase of this study. Teachers interviewed over-
whelmingly indicated that extra efforts were rarely appre-
ciated or recognized. Lack of positive feedback resulted
in many extra activities being eliminated or severely
curtailed (see Appendix B for a summary of interviews).
Communi cation . Teachers indicated that communication
with administrators took place on an occassional basis.
Questions in this category all received means in excess of
two (see Table 11). Means for the "should be" responses,
however, showed an average increase of 45%--i ndi cati ng that
teachers desired frequent and open communication.
Teacher responses expressed a need to share goals, be
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aware of proposed changes, and exchange i deas--components
of an open communications system. Responses to question
twenty-five Indicated that teachers are sometimes kept
informed about the status of planned changes. Teacher
responses to questions six and eleven (see Table 3, Involve-
ment in Decision-Making) also indicated a lack of teacher
involvement in planned changes.
F^^u rth er considerations
. An analysis of the responses to
teacher coping strategies as they correlated to administra-
tive behaviors failed to yield any meaningful results. Some
questions, while they showed s i gni ficant correl a ti on
,
were
non-related and any inferences that could be drawn from
questions that appeared related would be questionable. It
is possible that the statistics used for evaluation may have
been inadequate to assess properly a relationship between
specific coping strategies and administrative behaviors.
A comparison of each of the five schools' responses
to the coping strategies section of the questionnaire showed
one school consistently scoring lower in teachers' use of
coping strategies (see Appendix D, Tables 12-17). School
"E" scored below the mean in thirty-one of the thirty-eight
strategies (81.6% of the questions). School "E" also con-
sistently scored higher in perceptions of "what is" for
administrative behavi ors--92.% of the questions (see Appendix
L
Ill
D, Tables 18-22). In only two questions, twenty and twenty-
two, was the mean below the average for the five schools.
(And in these two cases, the means differed by 0.06 and
0.01 respectively.)
The mean difference between "what is" and "what should
be" for School "E" indicated that teachers in School "E"
perceived less discrepancy between the behavior administra-
tors exercised and that which teachers desired. While there
may be few links between coping strategies and administra-
tive behaviors, the results for School "E" could be one
indication that involvement and support may be a "first
condition" for working at impacting on teachers' discretion-
ary decisions.
Summary . Analysis of the data indicates that all teachers,
to some extent, use an array of coping strategies that fall
into the categories identified by Lipsky. In the rout ini z-
ing category, most often used strategies included grouping
students according to past achievement and using a single
lesson appropriate for all students in a particular class--
in spite of current emphasis on heterogeneous grouping and
individualizing. Results also indicated that teachers fre-
quently and in many ways, exercise discretion to modify
goa 1 s
.
Most often used strategies for controlling students
were grouping students by behavior and maintaining a
112
structured class. Teachers also indicated they, to a high
degree, rationed their servi ces--most often to preserve
limited resources, especially time.
Having students accept responsibility for their success
or failure far surpassed other strategies for redefining or
limiting the students they serve. This attitude has impli-
cations for teachers accepting the idea of accountability
and responsibility. VJhen students are required to assume
major responsibility for v;hat happens in the classroom,
evaluation of effectiveness of teaching may not take place.
Most often used strategies for prioritizing were
making a determination about which goals were necessary and
which could be eliminated. Teachers frequently modified
content to fit their expertise better. Both o^" these
strategies have implications on system policies. Teachers,
through discretion, may change curriculum and eliminate
goals based soley on their own values.
Responses to the "school control" question indicated
that teachers and principals are perceived as sharing the
greatest amount of control over what happens in a school.
The responses imply that teachers and principals determine
what happens educationally. The way in which this control
is exercised may be the key to influencing coping decisions
in ways that further school goals.
Additionally, the data indicated that teachers value
113
administrative behaviors which parallel a human resources
perspective. They indicated that administrators should
allow for teacher involvement in decision-making. Also,
teachers indicated that their principals should be sup-
portive of efforts to improve teachi ng/ 1 earni ng by acting
as facilitators for new projects and resource persons for
improving existing techniques. When teachers excel in
theiir work, they expect some recognition for their efforts.
Finally, teachers responded that communication between
themselves and their administration should be shared and
open--about common goals, problems, programs.
CHAPTER V
IMPLICATIONS OF COPING STRATEGIES
The conscious attention paid to school improvement
in the 1960s and 1970s led to expectations of major changes.
On-going failures of urban schools to meet the needs of
students from diverse backgrounds and inability of staff
development to effect meaningful improvements on school out-
comes led to an examination of normal behaviors which might
impede or limit development efforts.
Ample literature provided clues about successful
schools and successful change. Characteristics of effective
schools focus on goals for staff development in urban
schools (i.e., improved outcomes for all students). The
effects of a bureaucratic structure, along with the Lipsky
analysis of street-level bureaucracies provides insight into
teacher actions that curtail and/or subvert development
efforts and system goals. Positive directions for initiat-
ing successful staff development are provided by the find-
ings of the Rand study --notably, institutional motivation and
leadership; teacher commitment; and- an heuristic, problem
solving approach.
Based on Lipsky’s categories of coping strategies,
teachers helped identify specific behaviors or strategies
used to meet the endless demands placed upon their limited
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resources. Additionally, administrative behaviors were
related to teachers' job satisfaction.
The study process consisted of describing Lipsky's
categories of coping strategies in educationally functional
terms. A group of teachers helped validate the coping
strategies by first responding to an initial guestionnaire.
They later participated in interviews to refine descriptions
of coping strategies and identify administrative behaviors
perceived as important.
The first section of the questionnaire assessed teacher
perceptions of coping strategies use by themselves and by
others. The school control question asked teachers to
locate school control for each of five levels of the organi-
za ti;on--where they thought it was and where they thought it
should be. The final section, administrative behaviors,
gave teachers an opportunity to respond to what is and what
should be for administrative behaviors falling into five
general ca tegori es--e
.
g
. ,
involvement in decision-making
and communication.
A discussion and analysis of the date indicated that:
--teachers use a wide array of coping strategies
--they perceive that others use most strategies more often
than they themselves
--coping strategies can either enhance or subvert educational
object! ves
--schools appear to have in-building control over what
happens
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--certain administrative behaviors are preferred by teachers
--there appears to be a tentative relationship between
coping strategy use and administrative behaviors.
V
Conclusions, based on the research findings and the
literature, will discuss the implications of coping stra-
tegies as they relate to school outcomes and development
efforts. Suggestions for further research will be offered.
Coping Strategies and Staff Development
Findings of this study support the Lipsky analysis of
street-level bureaucracies. Teachers, in order to meet
demands and allocate their resources develop strategies
which routinize daily tasks; modify system goals and
policies; ration their services; redefine the clients they
serve; engage in practices which control students; and
set priorities for the services they offer and the tasks
they perform. That they continue to do so is built into the
current pattern of teacher-student interactions.
The problem is that the coping strategies teachers use
may serve to alter system policy and to affect directly what
happens to kids. Efforts by central administrators to
change curricular emphases and teaching techniques seldom
have much impact. Forced by constraints and demands to make
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bureaucratic decisions, teachers make those decisions based
on their own values, skills, experiences, casual preferences,
etc. Often, the discretion exercised by teachers is without
system-wide guidelines and parameters. Differing value sys-
tems result in coping strategies that fail to address prob-
lems of equity and bias--e.g.. racism, sexism, and classism.
In fact, teacher values may further entrench institutional
biases.
The strategies teachers use to cope mean that staff
development as usually defined wastes time. For example,
many development efforts in recent years have focused on
improving classroom techni qaes--i ndi vi dual i zi ng . small
group instruction, heterogeneous grouping techniques,
materials appropriate to individual learning levels.
Teachers surveyed, however, indicated that not much has
changed in the way educational services are delivered.
Classes are still ability grouped and traditionally struc-
tured. Individualizing and small group instruction are the
exception rather than the rule.
Efforts at changing what happens in the classroom
focused considerable time and resources "developing"
teachers. When this emphasis failed to effect desired
outcomes, the effort was made to package materials and make
them teacher proof. But. the use of packaged materials
could not be imposed. The materials have not been used--
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effectively circumvented by teacher autonomy. Dissemination
of methods and materials may serve to help teachers continue
keeping thefr heads above water but they will never be able
to help them meet ever-increasing demands. Feasible re-
sources for staff development efforts as usually conceived
are not enough to assure a high probability of success.
An effect of the use of coping strategies is the sub- •
version of equal educational opportunity. Staff development
efforts designed to deal with this problem need to address
teacher behaviors and their causes. School improvement
programs should seek methods for making teacher coping stra-
tegies both useful and educationally sound. Because the
necessity to cope takes priority over teachers meeting their
own standards for good teaching, coping strategies may rep-
resent the "real" policy and curriculum in schools. Coping
strategies also represent a major stumbling block for im-
provement efforts. Once staff development accepts that
teachers, no matter how well prepared, need coping stra-
tegies, an effort can be made to help teachers assess
realistically their adjustments to difficult demands.
Interviews and teacher perceptions of administrative
behaviors indicated that building principals chiefly deter-
mine school climate. Research on effective schools as well
as findings of the Rand study also credit the leadership
role of a principal. In the school control section, teachers
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also indicated that the principal is highest in degree of
school control, and that this is the desired status. These,
findings present a second consideration for staff develop-
ment. Development efforts must also work on building
leadership within school s--l eadershi p that can focus on
goals and expectations and set the school's educational
tone
.
A starting point for principals may be management
training that focuses on a human resources approach--hel pi ng
principals develop techniques for involving staff in school
planning. The training should stress skills building for
program planning and implementation and improvement-oriented
evaluation techni ques--el ements of control cycle management.
Research studies indicated that effective schools have prin-
cipals who provide leadership in program planning and im-
plementation. They also deploy resources in ways that
further school goals and provide assistance for improving
teaching techniques. Declining resources make it essential
for principals to utilize effectively their schools' human
resources
.
Also, staff development efforts should consider those
areas of administrative behaviors teachers identified as de-
sired: open communication; involvement in decision-making;
rewards and/or recognition for teacher involvement; support
for improvement efforts; and improvement-oriented supervision.
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By using what is known' about effective schools and
successful change efforts, it may be possible to plan
development programs which address teacher/administrator
relations and help provide an organizational framework for
managing teacher discretion in the use of coping strategies.
Components of Staff Development
Staff development designed to deal with these issues
cannot be product-centered but must concentrate instead on
building collaborative, proces s -ori en ted structures within
schools. Process-oriented staff development provides for
long-term improvement through ongoing growth and problem-
solving. Components of such a program must include:
Collaborative goal setting
. Planned changes within a school
must begin with teachers and administrators working together
with parents and community to identify common areas of con-
cern in their own buildings. Each building should have a
direction so teachers can work towards and choose appro-
priate strategies for meeting common goals. Teachers 'must
understand that coping strategies represent rational behav-
ior but if not properly applied can subvert educational and
equal opportunity goals. A collaborative effort in setting
goals and determining performance measures adresses the
fol 1 owi ng
:
--Successful change efforts are characterized by involvement
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at the outset by those affected by the change.
--Involvement in goals setting creates "ownership" and
commitment and contributes to sustained efforts.
--Teachers express a desire for involvement in decisions
which affect them.
--Effective schools are characterized by a sense of shared
goals and expectations.
--Administrators need a framework for evaluating and aiding
in the improvement of instruction.
An opportunity for "re-inventing the wheel" . Ownership of
efforts to address common building concerns is enhanced when
teachers and administrators have an opportunity to engage
actively in process development for the achievement of their
own school's goals. Process development will assist
teachers in understanding the effects of thefr coping stra-
tegies and will aid teachers(and administrators) in choosing
directions which are goal consistent.
Evaluation and s u pport . Based on col 1 aborati vely set per-
formance measures, effective development efforts must in-
clude formative evaluation and technical support activities.
These activities may include: classroom assistance to im-
prove/change existing techniques (e.g., clinical super-
vision); an opportunity for teachers to share and exchange
methods and problems; clarification of goals. Additionally,
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formative evaluation may be used by the principal to assist
teachers with problems, to redeploy resources into areas
consistent with goal priorities, or to determine need for
adjustment of the instructional process.
School system development efforts also need to address
evaluation techniques designed to legitimize good teaching.
If striving for good teaching makes sense, then evaluation
as a component of the reduc ti o n- i n-force process makes more
sense than strict seniority. Principals and administrators
would be evaluated by central administrators on the basis of
the goals and plans they have set and carried out (i.e.,
management-by-objectives). This concept of evaluation' wi 1
1
help direct teachers and administrators in making decisions
consistent with stated objectives. Expectations that goals
can be achieved will aid in making learning a school's chief
priority.
Properly implemented evaluation processes would allow
teachers to define growth areas for themselves and for
their buildings. By making resources available, teachers
who do not do well may have opportunity for help to develop
the skills they need. Successful teachers and buildings can
serve as models for schools not meeting desired levels of
effecti veness
.
Rewards/ recognition
. A development program designed to
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attract teacher and administrator participation must also
include recognition and rewards for teacher efforts.
Presently, many change efforts reward teachers with addi-
tional demands for time and services. The result is that
fewer and fewer teachers willingly participate in staff
development programs. Present reward structures are in-
adequate for older staffs with advanced degrees-- they have
no need of additional credits.
Systems must begin to recognize teachers who make extra
efforts at on-going processes to improve teaching and learn-
ing. They must take steps to provide opportuni ty--time and
resources--for teachers to develop their ideas; to make
good teaching a sought after goal by including evaluation
as a component of teacher retention; by recognizing and
sharing outstanding teacher efforts; and by allowing oppor-
tunity for involvement in program planning, implementation
and evaluation.
Byrd Jones (1981) presents a beginning list of teacher
behaviors which school systems should reward--"as on-going
processes which together might constitute school-based
professional development. A school system," says Jones,
"should treasure teachers who . . .
-establish rapport and communication with parents
around positive steps to improve the school;
-individualize instruction to meet diverse educa-
tional, language and cultural needs;
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-work well in teams and share successful curriculardevelopments with others;
-are sensitive to oppressive forces of racism, sexism
andclassbiases;
-utilize holistic approaches to connect the formal
and non-formal curriculum with consistent expectations
for students in all areas of the school experience;
-realize that they serve as role models for behavior
and peer interaction as well as a source of subject-
area knowledge;
-see themselves as part of a team working together in
goal-setting for themselves and their students, devel-
oping rapport with supervisors, supporting and encour-
aging each other through peer supervision and
realistic self-evaluation;
-share a sense of how their class and their school fit
into the larger picture of community-based education
and the influences of the mass media, and how school
programs support urban developments leading to good
prospects for a job and a pleasant neighborhood in
which to live(pp. 3-4).
Basic issues of equi ty. Any development effort in urban
areas designed to improve the effectiveness of schooling
must also address issues of racism, sexism, and class ism.
The failure of urban schools to educate poor and minority
children attests to the fact that coping strategies can and
are applied in ways which are educationally discriminatory.
These issues must be kept "up front" when goals are being
set and programs evaluated. Educational expectations must
apply to all children.
Summary . Survey data verify Lipsky's analysis of coping
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strategies. An awareness that all teachers use coping
strategies and will continue to do so provides a start
at understanding the "real" world of teachers--the
constraints and demands which obscure ideal expectations
of teaching and schooling.
Recognizing that a multiplicity of coping strategies
are used in both positive and negative ways brought to
light a set of factors which forms a powerful constraint
to traditional staff development. Suggested components for
re-thinking professional development move away from a defi-
cit model of teachers--one which implies that teachers need
remediation to address a "gap" in their professional back-
grounds. The array of coping strategies and the individual
applications of each precludes any reasonable expectations
that staff development can address coping strategies per se.
A human resources approach to staff development recognizes
the constraints of teachers and works not to stop coping
strategies and discretion but rather to assist teachers to
cope in goal -consi stent ways.
The tentative relationship between coping strategies
and administrative behaviors may be a start at understanding
the complexities of a principal's leadership role. In all
probability, administrative behaviors are affected as much
by teacher behaviors as the reverse. Suggestions of a
collaborative model of professional development--! nvolving
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teachers and principals in planning for common problem
solving--may help to reconcile this mutual dilemma.
A professional development program, therefore, should
provide ongoing processes of supportive criticism and
inquiry. Teachers and administrators must have opportunities
to review individual work and share cri ti ci sms--a s a ::
collective effort to improve performance. Involvement
in decision-making should be a part of the process. As long
as improvement efforts are appendages to the decision-making
process, they will dissipate from lack of interest when
outside funding ceases.
If effective schools are to become the rule rather than
the exception in urban areas then the growth and development
of teachers has to become as valued as the growth and devel-
opment of students. Staff development programs must provide
opportunity for individuals to grow individually and collec-
tively through mutually beneficial involvements; must look
towards and stress processes which involve individuals in
long-range, personally rewarding goals; must value the
characteristics of effective schools and use them to develop
improvement goals; and must provide resources to meet the
needs of students traditionally excluded from educational
equity. Teacher growth and development will have long-term
impact on student outcomes.
The necessity is not to stop discretion or to eliminate
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coping strategies. Nor is it to identify coping strategies
and label; them as inadequate. The interpersonal nature and
diverse problems of education make professional discretion
a necessity and an asset. The issue is one of managing
discretion by providing a counterbalance that clarifies
bureaucratic ambiguities and provides a solid context for
making educational decisions.
Suggestions for Further Study
The present study established that coping strategies
are used by all teachers and v/ill continue to be used;
that many coping strategies can be and are detrimental to
educational outcomes; that certain administrative behaviors
appear to have some effect on use of coping strategies; and
that schools presently are perceived as having in-building
control. There are, however, many areas/questions that
bear further clarification. Suggestions for further study
i ncl ude
:
--Is there similarity between coping strategies used by
middle school teachers and those used by teachers in
elementary and high schools?
--How and why do individuals apply specific coping
strategies? What alternatives do/did they have?
--A comparison of coping strategy use in effective versus
declining schools.
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--Establishing specific relationships between the ways
coping strategies are applied and administrative behavior.
--Professional development structures in effective schools
and how they contribute to managing discretion.
--How administrators view and monitor the use of coping
strategies.
--The concept of organizational control as it exists in
effective and declining schools.
These areas may provide valuable insight into factors
which affect educational outcomes.
reference notes
1. The population figure is from the 1980 federal census
and was provided by the Worcester Area Chamber of
Commerce. Telephone conversation, August 1981.
2. Student numbers are projected enrollments for the
1981-82 school year and were provided by R. Levine,
Worcester Public Schools, in a telephone conversation
August 6, 1981. (See also Dempsey, J. Durkin outlines
a bleak picture of school budget
. Worcester, Mass:
Worcester Telegram and Gazette, July 27, 1981, p. 13.)
3. Community and staff perceptions are basedon personal
observations, discussions with many parents and teachers,
and observations of school committee and system pro-
cedures and problems(e.g., current problems include
declining scores in reading and math, minority isolation,
and a "bilingual suit"), 1974-1981.
4. Examples cited are based on discussion with five middle
school teachers. Discussions centered around Lipsky's
categories of coping strategies, background readings
on bureaucracies, and the collective experience of the
teachers involved. Teachers involved agreed that how
a strategy is applied determines its value and/or harm-
ful 'effects, April through June 1981.
5. Teachers mentioned above(Note 4) agreed that many
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teachers deteritiine expectations for students on the
basis of grouping. Texts and curriculum, are deter-
mined prior to any student assessments by the teacher
and remain fairly constant throughout the school year
unless teachers make a conscious effort to provide
for individual differences. Often, even with aware-
ness of individual needs, time and resource constraints
preclude any such effort.
6. This particular strategy was cited by an ‘English teach-
er faced with increasing class sizes. Unable to
correct all papers thoroughly on a nightly basis, this
teacher corrected only one class' papers for a one
to two week period. (The other classes received feed-
back on homework in selected areas only.) lihen the
selected class was "shaped up", the teacher switched
emphasis to the next class, and so on. By the time a
class had slacked off in their homework efforts, it was
again their turn to receive the extra attention. In
this way, the teacher was able to maintain a high de-
' gree of student effort on homework, and still maintain
1
a manageable level of correcting. Personal interview,
April 1981.
7. Administrative behaviors represent those identified by
teachers during i ntervi ews (May 1981) and the author's
discussions and experiences in six schools(see
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Appendix B for a summary of interviews).
The author has spent considerable time during the
past seven years studying and participating in the
scheduling process for two middle schools. In 1979
the author gave a presentation on scheduling to
a class at the University of Massachusetts and, in
1980, presented a position paper as part of the com-
prehensive oral examinations. An in-depth study of
scheduling practices in one school for the past five
years augmented by data and discussions with teachers
.from three other junior high schools provided additional
background
.
During some discussions with teachers, they have in-
dicated that experiences with scheduling have caused
them to delay beginning the new year's work for at
least two to three weeks. Anticipating student sched-
ule changes, teachers are reluctant to pass out texts
and begin new material which may result in excessive
make-up work.
However, one student at the author's present school
noted that things were not as well -planned as at the
student's previous school. This student commented that
at the previous school, very few changes were made
and students were given texts and began new work on
the first day of school (Comments made September 1980).
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9.
Ibid.
10. Discussions and formal interviews form the basis for
this observation(see Note 7 and interviews summary.
Appendix B).
11. Coping strategies represent observations and personal
experiences of teachers(see Note 4).
12. Interviewees represented the folloiwng disciplines:
math, English, reading, science, social studies,
physical education, and special education.
13. The author met with the acting Superintendent for
Research and Development for the Worcester Public
Schools and received permission to conduct the survey
with the stipulation that the principal in each school
would make final determi na t i on ( Apr i 1 1981). The
author then met with each principal and received full
cooperation including teacher lists and collection
points.
14. At schools A, C, and £ the faculty knew the individual
distributing and collecting questionnaires and so re-
sponses were easily collected. At the remaining schools,
where acquaintances were not ds numerous, two days of
follow-up collection visits were necessary.
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INITIAL QUESTIONNAIRE
TEACHER COPING STRATEGIES
Dear Colleague:
In the course of fulfilling their daily responsibilities,
teachers make decisions about what curriculum is best to
provide to children. In order to meet all the demands
placed upon them, teachers devise individual ways to best
use their time. This survey is intended to identify some
of the strategies teachers use to meet the demands placed
upon them.
For each of the listed choices, please indicate on the
scale your best estimate of use for the strategy. Addi-
tional space has been provided for your optional clarifi-
cations and examples of chosen answers and/or any questions
or comments you may have pertaining to the strategy listed.
At the end of the survey, space is provided for further
examples of strategies you may find useful in coping with
the many demands placed upon you. If possible, please
indicate the demands that make your coping strategy
necessary
.
Thank you. Your assistance in completing this survey is
greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Dorothy Bratiotis
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SURVEY/QUESTIONNAIRE
As a classroom teacher, indicate hov; often you use
each of the following strategies:
VERY
NEVER SELDOM FREQUENTLY OFTEN
1.
Group students according to past ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
achievement '
2
.
Grade assignments differentially to ( ) ( ) ( ) { )
allow for varying abilities
3.
Concentrate on the problems of a ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
manageable number of students
4.
Have students accept responsibility ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
for their success or failure within
the class
5,
Group students according to ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
behavior
( )
6.
Modify content to better fit your
area of expertise
( ) ( ) ( )
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VERY
NEVER SELDOM FREQUENTLY OFTEN
7.
Use standardized/ textbook prepared ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
tests8.
Confine all work to classroom for ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
some classes rather than deal with
homework that is incomplete or not
done
9.
Concentrate on those students with ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
whom you interact best
10.
Tend to call on students you know ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
will have the answers to questions
11.
Give extra help to students most ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
likely to benefit from it--not
wasting time on chronic absentees
12.
Make use of skill areas, library, gym,
etc. to remove disruptive students
from the classroom lesson
( )( ) ( ) (
)
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VERY
NEVER SELDOM FREQUENTLY OFTEN
13.
Give disruptive students written ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
assignments and the back of the
room to work in
14.
Have students revise work in class ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )15.
Make allowances for cultural differ- ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
ences in setting standards of
educational expectations
16.
Make time in class count by not ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
wasting time on inattentive
students
17.
Individualize when possible for ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
students most apt to benefit
rather than for all students
( )
18.
Use student achievement grades to
aid in maintaining discipline
( ) ( ) c
)
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VERY
NEVER SELDOM FREQUENTLY OFTEN
19.
Show films or use AV materials ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
to fill in areas you have no
time to develop or that you
consider less important
20.
Use a check-off system for routine ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
and/or homework assignments to
facilitate processing of many
papers
21.
Modify curriculum requirements to ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
suit student achievement level
(water down)
22.
Determine which kids are worth ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
the extra time and effort
23.
Make judgements about student needs ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
to determine which needs can be
eliminated on the basis of being
insignificant in comparison to
others or just too large to deal
with
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VERY
NEVER SELDOM FREQUENTLY OFTEN
24.
Maintain a completely structured f ) f \ \ / v
class to prevent students from ^ ^ '
being disruptive
25.
Sacrifice educational goals for a
particular student in favor of
dealing with emotional needs
26.
Simultaneously cut down on paper
work and provide immediate feedback
to students by letting students
correct their own homework papers
in class
27.
Use one textbook that will serve
all ability levels
28.
Choose problems that are manageable
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
and will show results rather than
wasting time on the seemingly
unsolvable
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VERY
NEVER SELDOM FREQUENTLY OFTEN
29.
Set requirements that must be met
( ) f
\ / \
,
^
if extra help is to be given ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
e.g, all homework must be completed
30.
Allow for cultural differences in
setting standards of behavioral
expectations
31.
Determine which goals and objectives
should be met and which are not
necessary
32.
Use a single lesson that is
appropriate for all student in a
particular class
33.
Concentrate efforts on one parti cu-
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
lar class for a period of time to
"shape them up" and then switch
emphasis to another class, etc.
34.
Spend varying times on the prepara-
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
tion of lessons—the most time
spent on the more participative
classes
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VERY
NEVER SELDOM FREQUENTLY OFTEN
35. Teach those students who learn ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
best and otherwise fulfill your
expectations of them
PERSONAL EXAMPLES OF STRATEGIES YOU FIND DEMANDS WHICH MAKE THESE
USEFUL IN COPING WITH DAY-TO-DAY DEMANDS COPING STRATEGIES NECESSARY
AGAIN, THANK YOU!
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INITIAL QUESTIONNAIRE
QUESTIONS BY CATEGORY WITH TOTAL RESPONSES
The following is a breakdown of the initial questionnaire
according to the six categories identified by Lipsky. Total responses
for each choice are included(N=26)
.
CATEGORY: RQUTINIZING
1. Group students according to past
achievement
7. Use standardized/ textbook prepared
tests
14. Have students revise work in class
20. Use a check-off system for routine
and/or homework assignments to
facilitate processing of many papers
26. Simultaneously cut down on paper work
and provide immediate feedback to
students by letting students correct
their own homework papers in class
32. Use a single lesson that is appro-
priate for all students in a
particular class
CATEGORY: MODIFYING GOALS
2. Grade assignments differentially
to allow for varying abilities
8. Confine all work to classroom for
some classes rather than deal with
homework that is incomplete or
not done
15. Make allowances for cultural dif-
ferences when setting standards
of educational expectations
VERY
NEVER SELDOM FREQUENTLY OFTEN
2
9
3
3
8
11
5
9
2
10
13
6
16
11
11
17
14
5
13
4
0
0
2
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NEVER SELDOM FREQUENTLY
VERY
OFTEN
21. Modify curriculum requirements to
suit student achievement level
(water down)
0 7 12 6
27. Use one textbook that will serve
all ability levels
10 10 3 2
CATEGORY: CONTROLLING CLIENTS
5. Group students according to
behavior
6 12 7 1
12. Make use of skill areas, library,
gym, etc. to remove disruptive
students from the classroom lesson
21 4 0 0
13. Give disruptive students written
assignments and the back of the
room to work in
11 13 2 0
18. Use student achievement grades to
aid in maintaining discipline
4 13 7 0
24. Maintain a completely structured
class to prevent students from
being disruptive
2 10 11 3
30. Allow for cultural differences
in setting standards of
behavioral expectations
5 12 7 2
CATEGORY: RATIONING SERVICES
3. Concentrate on the problems of a
manageable number of students
1 3 15 4
9. Concentrate on those students with
whom you interact best
3 17 5 0
16. Make time in class count by not
wasting time on inattentive
students
1 10 9 2
22. Determine which kids are worth the
extra time and effort
10 8 4 1
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VERY
NEVER SELDOM FREQUENTLY OFTEN
28. Choose problems that are manageable
and will show results rather than
wasting time on the seemingly
unsolvable
33. Concentrate efforts on one
particular class for a period of
time to "shape them up" and then
switch the emphasis to another
class, etc.
CATEGORY: REDEFINING OR LIMITING CLIENTELE
4. Have students accept responsibility
for their success or failure within
the class
11. Give extra help to students most
likely to benefit from it—not wasting
time on chronic absentees
17. Individualize when possible for
students most apt to benefit rather
than for all students
23. Make judgements about student needs to
determine which needs can be eliminated
on the basis of being insignificant in
comparison to others or just too large
to deal with
29. Set requirements that must be met if
extra help is to be given e.g. all
homework must be completed
CATEGORY: ASSERTING PRIORITIES/OTHER
6. Modify content to better fit your
area of expertise
10. Tend to call on students you know
will have the answers to questions
15
13
15
12
12
II
0
3
7
13
II
8
8
0
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VERY
NEVER SELDOM FREQUENTLY OFTEN
19. Show films or use AV materials 9
to fill in areas you have no time
to develop or that you consider
less important
25. Sacrifice educational goals for 1
a particular student in favor of
dealing with emotional needs
31. Determine which goals and objectives 1
should be met and which are not
necessary
34. Spend varying times on the pre- 2
paration of lessons—the most
time spent on the more participative
classes
35. Teach to those students who learn 3
best alrJ otherwise fulfill your
expecations of them
12
9
0
16
15
5
15
16
5
6
0
1
8
2
1
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SUMMARY OF COMMENTS ON INITIAL QUESTIONNAIRE
The following summary represents comments made by teacher on the initialquestionnaire. Conments are presented by coping strategy categor^nJquestion number. The number of comments for each question appears inparentheses following the summary.
CATEGORY; ROUTINIZING
1. Students are grouped according to past achievement only at thebeginning of the year. Adjustments are made later to reflect new
assessments and to balance off class numbers. (4)
7. Use of prepared tests is limited. Usually in conjunction with
teacher prepared tests. (4)
14. Correcting of student work in class centers on opportunity for
students to learn from their errors. (4)
20. Use of a check-off system for student work due to large volume
of papers to correct. Often spot check for content. (4)
26. Correction of homework in class is used as preparation for class
dicussion. (1)
32. Qualified use of single lesson—with individual backup, separate
worksheets, or because the nature of mathematics often demands only
one lesson for all students. (4)
CATEGORY: MODIFYING GOALS
2. Differential grading for students due to range of abilities,
backgrounds, and bilingual difficulties. (4)
8. Outside preparation requried to build responsibility outside
the classroom. (2)
15. Allowance for cultural differences dependent on student command
of English. (1)
21. Did not like term "watered down"—preferred to think of it as
meeting student ability level. (3)
27. Comments ranged from lack of materials to texts chosen for a
group with supplementary materials, to many textbooks, to only in
the case of one particular grammar book. (6)
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CATEGORY; CONTROLLING CLIENTS
5,. When possible students are seated according to behavior to
remove the opportunity for negative behavior or to keep them from
"ruining" a particular class. (6)
12. No comments.
13. Disruptive students given front of room next to teacher and
work in conjunction with rest of class—only in very stubborn cases. (3)
18. Attitude and conduct must be reflected in achievement grade
as part of lab safety. Can depend on how much credit is counted for
classwork. Students for whom this is necessary are usually two to
three years behind grade level. (4)
24. Structure needed by some students; depends on class; in the future
things will be less structured. (5)
30. Strict guidelines set for all. (2)
CATEGORY; RATIONING SERVICES
3. Have no control over number of students with problems—time limits
force teachers to reduce problems to manageable number. (3)
9. Attempt to concentrate on all students but human nature makes
it inevitable that those with whom interaction is best receive
most attention. (5)
16. "Wasting time" not a good phrase. Try to attend to all students'
needs whenever possible. (5)
22. All students worth extra time and effort but some make it
difficult. Try to give all same attention in class and spend extra
time outside the class for some students. (5)
28. Begin with manageable and progess towards unsolvable. (1)
33. No comments.
CATEGORY; REDEFINING OR LIMITING CLIENTELE
4. No comments.
11. Frequently to those who will benefit; attempt to treat each as
an
individual and give help where it is needed. (2)
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17. Individualize when possible for all students. Class size
and other factors hinder individualization. (7)
23. Determine needs and attempt to refer to specialists. Time is
limited. Determination especially necessary with bilingual students. (6)
29. No comments.
CATEGORY: ASSERTING PRIORITIES/OTHER
6. No comments.
10. Try to involve all students but seldom call on those who are
not volunteering. Make some attempt at marginal students. Sometimes
call on the most enthusiastic so as not to discourage him/her. (7)
19. Use AV materials to summarize, overview, or reinforce. (3)
25. Frequently must deal with emotional needs first, especially with
with those requiring remedial help. (3)
31. Determine which goals and objectives should be met in conjunction
with the curriculum guide. (2)
34. More time spent on most difficult classes—takes more time to
prepare motivating materials rather than content. (3)
35. Try to teach to all students equally. (2)
PERSONAL EXAMPLES
Comments in this area gave personal methods of teaching rather than
strategies developed for coping. Only two of the ten responses
dealt with coping rather than descriptions of classes. In those two,
comments included "hang loose" and "drink a lot and go to bed early .
Demands which make coping necessary were mostly centered around
comments such as "works better" rather than constraints. One question-
naire did list such constraints as student behavior, negative media
coerage, workload, "prop 2V'» "teachers are treated like kids by
the administration" and lack of teaching materials.
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Interview Format
The following format was followed with all interviewees. It was
made available to interviewees prior to the interview. While responses
and discussions did not adhere specifically to the format (some inter-
viewees brought up additional concerns and/or discussions), all inter-
views did address each item as it appears.
1. Discuss purpose of the interview
a. coping strategies--defined and discussed
b. administrative behaviors/controls
c. Lipsky's analysis
2. Questionnaire validation
a. number and description of choices
b. wording of questions--clari ty of meaning
c. appropriateness of listed strategies
d. strategies that should be included
3. Admi ni strators/admi ni strati on
a. What do they do that contributes to your need to develop and use
coping strategies?
b. What could they do to make coping easier?
c. What types of behaviors on the part of your principal make/
would make your school a better place to be in?
4. Involvement in professional development (i.e., classes, projects,
program development, school /student-based activities)
a. What would make involvement in professional development
more attractive to you?
b. What do you think are incentives others would want?
5. Sharing methods, problems, etc.
a. Would it be useful for teachers to share problems and
strategies?
b. How or what can be done to make this possible?
c. What do you see as staff development's role?
6. Coping strategy use
a. Do you feel most teachers use coping strategies?
b. Are there any unusual strategies you feel are unique to you?
7. How will Prop Th. affect teachers' need to develop and/or use
coping strategies?
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Interviews Summary
During the latter part of May 1981, ten teachers participated
in individual, two hour interviews for the purpose of validating
the questionnaire and providing additional input concerning coping
strategies, administrative behaviors and staff development.
The following is a summary of those interviews--fol lowing closely
the interview format.
Questionnaire validation
— Interviewees as a group felt that the first two answer choices
were too close and should be listed as one to allow for a greater
range of choices. The final questionnaire reflects those concerns.
—Comments about clarity, wording, and teacher apprehension in answer-
ing some questions were voiced by interviewees. Interviewees also
discussed their answers and gave justification for their choices
of coping strategies. The consensus, however, was that the strategies
were a good indication of things teachers do. As noted in Chapter 3,
questions were re-evaluated by the original team of teachers who
formulated them based on the feedback from the interviews. Minor
changes were made to reflect teacher concerns.
—As a group, the teachers felt that the strategies represented pretty
much what teachers do in order to survive. The only suggestion
made was to include use of sick days as a coping strategy and
to add use of AV materials without any particular educational
advantage as a coping strategy (see questions 34 and 38, Appendix C).
Admi ni strators/admi ni strati on
—When questioned about their principal (s) , teachers readily cited
problem areas and concerns. The comments paraphrased below
represent those concerns. There was much overlap of concerns
in this area and discussions provided much insight into the types
of behaviors teachers prefer. Note that the comments represent
the categories of administrative behaviors included in the final
questionnaire.
--they stay in their cubbies
--not out where teachers and students can see them
— have never seen as assistant in my class ^
—fail to communicate problems to teachers individually , . .
.
--they have goals and expectations of teachers which are
unreal ist c
—set expectations for teachers but don't assess the situation
properly or provide needed assistance
—class size is unrealistic when they expect all to have
homework
every night with timely feedback
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— he takes a walk around each day at the same time--never acknow-
ledges anyone
—avoids discussing problems with teachers
—cannot talk with him— he takes all suggestions as personal
criticism
— lack of consistency and follow-through in problem-solving
—they keep a distance--you get the feeling they could care less
—do not have set procedures for handling contingencies and so
get upset at teachers and kids when impromptu procedures go awry
--school has a lack of cohesiveness— the administrators are not
involved or interested in what is going on
--we have flexibility but it is still impossible to schedule
what you want to do--there is no cooperation to use the flexibility
—the principal is isolated--he gives out no information and changes
rules in process and without notice or discussion
—make decisions of convenience without considering the effect on
other cl asses (e.g.
,
doubling up classes when a teacher is out)
--brusque and hard to approach
--evaluations are poor and negative--comments are made in writing that
were not directly observed and for which there was no prior feedback
--no cooperation--when they say yes there is no follow-through
—don't listen
—get the feeling you are like part of a "ping-pong" game
—set too many restrictions and refuse new ideas without listening
to the whole plan— if it has ncct been done before or if it has and
has not worked, there is no reason to try again
— it is very frustrating when person you are talking to walks
away from you as you are talking
NOTE: The comments above were made by teachers in one building
who were obviously very unhappy with their administrators. While
the comments are all negative, they do imply the types of behaviors
these teachers would like.
-Teachers indicated that coping would be easier if administrators
tried to deal with the problems cited above and at least discussed
them and provided information to explain what could not be done.
In addition, comments below indicate some of things teachers would
like.
,
u
--talk more to teachers, be receptive, make changes, take a chance
--communication— teachers presently feel alone
. x 4.\
—schedule some small group meetings (i.e., by team, department) with
administrators to discuss concerns
—need to know what the principal really wants
^ . . 4. i
give teachers some leeway to make some decisions without always
needing permission j i - ^ ..44.u
—change personality or get someone to mediate when dealing witn
people—delegate authority
--feedback
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—stick by their stated policies
—need an awareness of the principal
—'Set up a teacher review board to handle and discuss teacher
problems--strictly in-house
—not be unapproachable
—know who we are and "fake" a hello—just the amenities--
communi cation
--care— noticing what's done
—visibility
--need some opportunity for input—we get all the blame but have
no voice in what we are asked to do
--use teacher ideas instead of just rubber stamping them
--support teachers--recognize that they work hard and will have to
work even harder with present cutbacks
—prioritize their own goals and expectations
—stress more important goals(instead of blowing minor things out
of proportion)
—be consistent and set priorities
--moral e-instead of being the first to criticize and the last to
commend
—treat each teacher alike—stop favoring those they like even
when they are not doing their jobs
—open lines of communication
—more immediate and consistent dealings with discipline problems
— take care of general school problems or at least assist teachers
in doing so
—
present actions discourage teachers from dealing
with students they do not have in their classes
Involvement in professional development
—Teachers had numerous comments about why they do or do not
participate in professional development. The comments listed below
indicate the general tone of the interviews in this area.
--assurance that projects worked on are meaningful and not just show
—professional development should have some impact on the school
program— toward development of educational goals/views
—use in-building time for discussions— the last release time day
was a step in this direction(Note: all teachers referred to this
day as the first time that had a chance to discuss school problems
openly and to pose possible solutions—all spoke positively of
the experience and felt that the onTy problem was lack of
sufficient time—this was not a totally planned session and yet
turned out to be quite a morale booster for all ^ evolved— they
want more of the same but are not optimistic)— teachers felt that
staff development release days could be best used in this
manner
—money
—
pay teachers enough to let teaching be their chief jo
—
ought^to^have staff development that deals only with our
building
and our problems
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—help with technical support for programs
--make it clear that even if something doesn't work it is O.K.--
presently if something does not work you get the feeling
you can never try again
— be receptive to involvement instead of negative and insulting
—support/ explanations when something can't be done instead of
blanket refusals with meaningless reasons
—time off for in-house work—not all teachers are needed on lunch
duty—some could use the time productively for the good of
the school
--if no time and money, a.t least a slap on the back
—praise, recognition
—realization that not everything will be done even if tried but
need assurance that it will be tried when completed
— listen to the needs of teachers when planning staff development
instead of planning courses someone else thinks are appropriate
—demonstrate possibilities of using successful work
--verbalize support for new ideas, projects, etc.
--communicate the possibility to implement
—s.d. has done some good things but time to try something new
instead of repeating—many have been involved in the same
activities over and over
• . • u
— set up groups at in-service meetings within the building with
individuals around shared problems/strong points should be shared
—s.d. does not seem to know what is happening in the schools and
so their classes or meetings are not relevant
Sharing methods, problems, etc.
—Teachers interviewed agreed that sharing was needed and that they
felt it would be beneficial for all involved. They made the
following comments relative to making sharing possible,
—structure non-threatening groups
—have workshops to share strategies
—give recognition to teachers who do and share
—build some communication networks first present atmosp ere
--make sharing sessions voluntary and in place of some
ot
—show the public some of the good things we have done
put out newsletters— in-house .and system-wide
—do not make sharing embarrassing
—provide assistance to get dialogue going
—start with lateral discussion between department
members
—use small groups
Cooing strategy use
Teachers recognized the necessity to use
coping strategies. They
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indicated that coping strategies were necessary in order to
accomplish all that was asked of them. All teachers agreed that
they used coping strategies at times to provide opportunity
to catch up with their workloads. There were no unusual strategies
mentioned. Most indicated slight variances on already included
strategies. They indicated that more communication and
sense of what school is about would help teachers develop rather
than invent strategies.
Effects of Proposition 2^
—Teachers were in agreement that proposition Th. would make coping
even more difficult. Some indicated that they would probably
have to adapt present strategies to lessen their load and place
more responsibility on the student—e.g., self-correcting homework
assignments. Teachers also indicated displeasure over the use
of seniority as a sole criterion for reduction in force yet felt
that politics left no other choice. They did indicate, however,
that adjustments could be made and that it would not be as bad if
everyone pulled together—most especially that administrators
realized the great need for supportive attitudes and open
communication. A few comments are listed below.
— listen and ask for suggestions
—modify in process instead of waiting for the n&xt year
—support and band together
--use release time for problem-solving
--recognize that there is more to do
--expect to be busier--not only the teachers will be working harder
Other comments
—supervision is good--as long as he talks to me about what he sees
and there is some dialogue
—would like to discuss supervision rather than being handed a form
to sign—anonymously
--did not get help or supervision for evaluation--onTy a special
commendation without knowing there has been improvement— the
paper says it but it is not true
--what we are doing does not make sense--evaluation does not make
a difference after tenure
--good teaching does not count--only seniority— so why bother to
improve
—principals really do not have much control --they also have a
bureaucratic super-structure to deal with and must develop
their own strategies to cope
APPENDIX C
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June 1981
Dear Teacher,
In order to meet all the demands placed upon them,
teachers devise individual ways to use their time
and energy. This survey is intended to identify
some of the strategies teachers use to meet the
demands placed upon them by students seeking ser-
vices and by school system policies.
The survey is part of a dissertation examining
some implications of "coping strategies" for staff
development. Additionally, administrative beha-
viors that make coping easier(or more difficult)
will be touched upon.
Your assistance in completing the survey will be
important in reaching conclusions and making
suggestions for future professional development.
Responses will be completely anonymous.
Thank you for your assistance.
Si ncerely
,
Dorothy Bratiotis
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TEACHER COPING STRATEGIES
Please respond to each item by circling the number in each
column which best represents how often you use a particular
strategy and your perceptions of how often others use the
same strategy.
1- SELDOM OR NEVER
2- SOMETIMES
3- FREQUENTLY
4- VERY OFTEN
1.
Group students according
to past achievement
YOU USE
a:
LlJ
> >- z
LlJ oo _l LUZ LU t— t—
s: z Ll.
s: 1—
<
LU O
o 1— ZDQ LU cy >-
_1 s: LU a:
LU o o: LU
OO CO u. >
1 2 3 4
2.
Grade assignments differ- 1 234
entially to allow for
varying abilities
3. Concentrate on the pro- 1 234
blems of a manageable
number of students
4. Have students accept 1 234
responsibility for their
success or failure with-
in the cl ass ( recogni zi ng
that you can ' t
)
5. Group some students 1 234
according to behavior
(helps eliminate dis-
ruption in some
classes
)
6. Modify content to bet- 1 234
ter f i t your area of
expertise
7. Use standardized/ 1 234
textbook prepared tests
OTHERS USE
q:
LU
> >- z
LU on -j LUZ LU i— h-
z: z U-
s: »—
1
LU o
o 1— ZDQ LU cr >-
-J s: LU a:
LU o LU
LO Lu >
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
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8 . Confine most work to
classroom for some classes
rather than deal with
homework that is incom-
plete or not done
YOU USE
cc.
LU
> >- z
LU C/1 _i LUZ LU h- y-
2: Z u.
-t LU oo ID
o LU cy >-
_l 2: LU on
LU o on LU
C/1 tn Ll- >
1 2 3 4
OTHERS USE
on
LU
> >- z
LU c/> _i LUZ LU 1— 1—
2: z Ll-
LU O
o 1— ID
o LU (Or >-
-J 2: LU on
LU o on LU
C/) c/1 Ll_ >
1 2 3 4
9. Attend most those
students with whom you
interact best
2 3 4 12 3 4
10. Tend to call on students 12 34
you know will have the
answers to questions
11. Give extra help to 1234
students most likely
to benefit from it--
not wasting time on
chronic absentees
12 3 4
12 3 4
12. Make use of skill areas, 12 34
library, gym, etc. to re-
move disruptive students
from the classroom lesson
13. Give disruptive students 12 34
related written assign-
ments and the back of the
room to work in(or a seat
next to you)
14. Have students revise work 12 34
in class
15. Make allowances for_ 12 34
cultural -ethnic-socio/
economic differences in
setting standards of
educational expectations
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
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YOU USE OTHERS USE
16 . Make time in class count 1 2 3 4
by not devoting time to
inattentive students
(dealing with those who
are willing to participate)
17. Individualize when possible 123 4
for students most apt to
benefit rather than for all
students
12 3 4
12 3 4
18. Use student achievement
grades to aid in main-
taining discipline
19. Show films or use AV
materials to fill in
areas you have no time
and/or materials to
develop or that you
consider less important
20. Use a check-off system
for routine and/or home-
work assignments to
facilitate processing
of many papers
21. Modify curriculum re-
quirements to suit
student achievement
level (water down
)
22. Determine which kids
will benefit from
extra time and effort
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
FREQUENTLY
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YOU USE
o
o
LlJ
CO
23. Make judgments about stu-
dent needs to determine
which needs can be elimi-
nated on the basis of be-
ing too large to deal with
or insignificant in com-
parison to other needs
24. Maintain a structured/
traditional class to
prevent students from
being disruptive
25. Remove disruptive stu-
dents from the room (to
another room, corridor,
etc
. )
26. Sacrifice educational
goals for a particular
student in favor of deal-
ing with emotional needs
27. Simultaneously, cut down
on paper work and pro-
vide immediate feedback
to students by letting
students correct their
own papers in class
28. Use one textbook that
will serve all ability
levels within a parti-
cular class
</)
o
CO
ID
cr
LU
on
>-
on
LD
1 2
1 2
3 4
3 4
3 4
12 3 4
3 4
12 3 4
OTHERS USE
LU LT)
O h-O LU
—I 2:
LU o
CO 1/1
1 2 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
FREQUENTLY
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YOU USE OTHERS USE
29. Choose problems that are 12 34
manageable and will show
results rather than wast-
ing time on the seemingly
unsol vabl
e
2 3 4
30. Allow for cultural dif-
ferences in setting
standards of behavioral
expecta ti ons
31. Set requirements that
must be met if extra
help is to be given e.g.
all homework must be
compl eted
32. Determine which goals
and objectives should
be met and which are
not necessary
33. Use a single lesson that
is appropriate for all
students in a particu-
lar class
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
34. Use films or AV materials 12 34 12 34
strictly as a coping
mechanism
35. Concentrate extra efforts 12 34 12 34
on one particular class
for a period of time to
"shape them up" and then
switch the emphasis to
another class, etc.
FREQUENTLY
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YOU USE
36. Spend varying times on the 12 34
preparation of lessons--
the most time spent on the
more advanced classes
37. Teach t^ those students 12 34
who learn best and other-
wise fulfill your
expectations of them
38. Take a "mental health" 12 34
day when having difficulty '
copi ng
CIRCLE: 1 for 0-2 days/year
2 for 3-4 days/year
3 for 5-6 days/year
4 for 7+ days/year
OTHERS USE
a:
LU
LU COZ UJ
O l-O LU
LU O
lO OO
12 3 4
12-34
12 3 4
FREQUENTLY
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SCHOOL CONTROL
PIgssb answGr thG control quGStions by placing an "x" on
each line according to the following values:
I 2 3 4 5
little some quite agreat avery
or none a bit deal great deal
1. Indicate your perceptions of the level of control for
each of the following
a. teachers
groups
:
1 2 3 4 5
b. principal 1 2 3 4 5
c. supervisors 1 2 3 4 5
d. superintendent 1 2 3 4 5
e. school committee 1 2 3 4 5
Indicate where you would
for each group.
1 i ke control to be 1 oca ted
a. teachers 1 2 3 4 5
b. principal 1 2 3 4 5
c. supervisors 1 2 3 4 5
d. superintendent 1 2 3 4 5
e. school committee 1 2 3 4 5
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administrative behaviors
Admi ni s trators ( pri nci pal s ) exercise varying degrees
manage their schools. The followingItems, concerning administrative behaviors, require youropinions about what is happening and what shoul d be
^
happening. Circle the number in each column which bestexpresses your opinion.
1- ALMOST NEVER
2- SOMETIMES
3- OFTEN
4t ALMOST ALWAYS
WHAT IS WHAT SHOULD BE
UJ </)Z LU
CO
>-
c3
_l
•a:
oc
LU
>
LU CO
LU
oo H-O LU Z COLU O I—O LU
—I O U- _J
< CO o <
—I o
<x. tn
1.
Teachers have opportunity 123 4
to provide input regard-
ing their assessment of
school needs.
2. Teachers and administra- 123 4
tors share common ideas
about school goals.
3. Teachers in this building 123 4
feel they are appreciated.
4. The principal and assis- 123 4
tants visit classrooms
regularly.
5.
The principal encourages, 123 4
supports, and facilitates
new ideas.
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
6.
Teachers feel they have 123 4
some control over deci-
sions that affect them.
2 3 4
7.
The principal is recep- 123 4
tive to and acts upon
suggestions to improve
school procedures.
2 3 4
ALMOST
ALWAYS
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WHAT IS
8 .
9.
10 .
11 .
12 .
13.
14.
15.
Good teachers enjoy a
sense of pride and
security in their jobs.
Teachers feel the
administration is help-
ful in assessing their
classroom skills.
Teachers with new ideas
or projects are usually
afforded the opportunity
to try them out.
a:
o
c
1
When changes are planned,!
teacher input is
solicited and welcomed.
The administration is
available and helpful
in solving classroom
probl ems
.
When teachers put in
extra effort, it is
acknowledged in some
way by the admini-
stration.
Teachers are able to
discuss i deas
,
’sugges-
tions, and problems with
the pri nci pal .
The administration is
flexible in providing
resources and time for
student activities and
programs
oo
>- a:
< LU3 >
on
_j LU on
LU Z LUs z:
t— t—
H- z on on 1—
LlI LU o O LU
s: H- s: s sO Lu
_J
—1 o
on o < on
2 3 4 1 2
12 3 4
12 3 4
3 4
12 3 4
3 4
3 4
3 4
WHAT SHOULD BE
3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
1 2 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
ALSMOST
ALWAYS
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WHAT IS WHAT SHOULD BE
16. The administration can 1 2 3 4
be a resource for sug-
gestions to improve
classroom techniques.
17. Teachers whose perform- 123 4
ance is poor receive
adequate attention
from the administration.
18. Teachers and students 123 4
feel the administration
is consistent in its
actions.
19.
The administration ' 1234
helps to facilitate
new ideas by setting
guidelines that help
teachers work out
detai 1 s
.
20. The principal and l 2 3 4
assistant principals
are often seen
throughout the
building.
21. Teachers participate 123 4
with the administra-
tion in planning and
setting yearly
school goals.
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
ALMOST
ALWAYS
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WHAT IS
a:
LUZ LU
LO
>-
c3
—I
<c
WHAT SHOULD BE
cc
LU COZ LU
22. Good teaching is a valid 12 34
criterion when admini-
strators consider
reduction in staff.
23. The principal repre- 12 34
sents teacher view-
points in discussions
with the central
admi ni strati on
.
12 3 4
12 3 4
24. When new programs are 12 34
tried, the administra-
tion is helpful in
working out problems
that may arise.
25. Teachers are kept 12 34
informed as to the
status of planned
change
.
12 3 4
12 3 4
THANK YOU!
I
ALMOST
ALWAYS
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QUESTIONS BY CATEGORY
Coping Strategies
Category Question Numbers
Routi ni zi ng 1, 7, 14, 20, 27, 33
Modifying Goals 2, 8. 15, 21, 28
Controlling Clients 5, 12, 13,
, 18,
.
24,
,
25
Rationing Services 3. 9. 16, 22, 29, 35
Redefining or Limiting Clientele 4. 11, 17,
, 23,, 31
Asserting Priorities/Other 6. 10, 19,
, 26,, 32,, 34
37,
,
38
Administrative Behaviors
Category Question Numbers
Flexibility /Support for Change 5, 10,
,
15,
.
19,
,
24
Involvement in Decision -Ma ki ng 1, 6, 11. 21, 23
Supervision 4, 9, 16, 18, 22
Rewards/Recognition 3, 8, 13, 17
Communi cation 2, 7, 12, 14, 20,
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